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Twelve Pages

merchandise, the
The Murray Chamber of coming
n said.
spokesma
today
d
announce
e
Commerc
The Murray Sidewalk Sale
that the Annual Sidewalk Sale
run for two days with
will
will be held Friday and
merchants jointing
Saturday, August 3rd and 4th downtown
centers to
shopping
all
with
said
n
A Chamber spokesma
fun-filled
day
two
a
provide
that indications point to the
Clerks and store owners,
largest sale in history as event.
to join the shopmerchants' inventories have are expected
in outlandish
dressing
in
pers
been heavy throughout the
to lend an air of
summer. The Sidewalk Sale is costumes
occasion.
the time when all merchants estivity to the
Murray Sidewalk Sale is
sell out their remaining sum- - The
sales event to be
mer stock at ridiculously low the biggest
each year and
county
the
in
held
infor
room
prices to make
thousands fill the streets
searching for unusual bargains,
or just having fun. The event
has become a time for reunions
with families and friends, and a
-time for shopping for back-toschool clothes as merchants are
receiving their new inventories
for fall.
Many cities have Sidewalk
Sales, but Murray is the only
city known that has all shopping
We certainly appreciate folks centers and the downtown area
writing letters to the editor.
joining together to stage the
event, the spokesman pointed
Some people may have the out. Most merchants report
idea that in order to get a letter that even though they lose
printed, that the writer must money on every item sold, it
hold the same views as the • gives them an outlet for surplus
publisher. This is as far from goods, and they have fun selling
the truth as it could be. Of it.
course we believe that regular
One of the participating
readers of the Ledger and merchants put it this way, "of
Times know this since many course we lose money on the
have written with completely items sold, but I can't think of a
divergent views.
better way to say "thank you,"
to our customers, whom I
Anyway, we appreciate these believe to be the best in the
letters and as the country music world."
stars say, "Keep them cards
The shoppers join the fun by
and letters coming folks."
wearing their favorite costume
for the event.
Bumper sticker: "Make a
cow happy. Eat some fish
today."

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Natural Gas Shortage
Looms As Next Crisis
For University Stadium
HILLARD ROGERS, right, was presented with a certificate of
merit and also a letter of commendation on his retirement as a
clerk at the Murray Postoffice. Making the presentation was
Lester Nanny, Murray Postmaster.

Hillard Rogers Retires From
Post Office After 43 Years
Hillard G. Rogers has retired
from his position as clerk at the
Murray Postoffice after fortythree years of service with the
Murray office.
Rogers began his service with
the Postoffice in 1930 when he
drove a mail truck meeting four
trains and making three
deliveries each day. He also
made the special delivery calls
for the postoffice during this

after their former home on the
Hazel Highway was sold. Their
former home was at the location
of the Murray Datsun, Inc
Mrs. Rogers was employed as
(See Mr. Rogers, Page 12)

Eric Roberts Has
Surgery, Memphis

Eric Roberts, six year old son
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray
of
the
took
The Murray man
Two,
Civil Service examination in Roberts of Murray Route
his left
1937 and started as a substitute underwent surgery on
morning at the Baptist
clerk andscarrier on November arm this
15, 1937. He was with the local Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
postoffice in this capacity until Tenn.
The young boy was injured in
1944, when he became a clerk.
on
Rogers said when he started a lawn mower accident
and has
with the Postoffice it was March 24 at his home
several
located in the building on North undergone surgery
accident.
the
since
times
5th Street between the Peoples
Persons may send him cards
Bank of Murray, Ky., and the
letters to the Baptist
and
The
Market.
Meat
Shroat
old
Hospital, Memphis,
Memorial
Postoffice moved to the present
building at 4th and Maple Tenn.
Streets in 1933.
The retired postoffice clerk
in his early years of emsaid
In Washington D. C. a staff
ployment there were very few
member of the Democratic
employees and many of them
National Committee told a labor
had to double up on their
editor, one of the most obA Martin guitar vaned-at 8400
The Murray Art Guild will various duties
noxious parts of the whole
stolen from the home of
was
t
work on
their
of
has
display
a
Rogers
have
Postmasters that
Watergate affair for you might
Thurman who lives at
Sandra
the
the court house lawn during
worked under have been
be the fact that not a single
,policemen said
Woodlawn
300si
annual sidewalk sale to be held Marvin Whitnell, H.T. Waldrop,
piece of the wire-tapping and
August 3 Harry Sledd, Van Valentine, Ed this morning.
and
Saturday,
Friday
bugging equipment was unionr
The guitar was stolen
and 4.
Fenton, and the present one,
made."
between 4 p m.
sometime
The sale is sponsored by the Lester Nanny.
Monday and 7:41 a.m this
the
s
and
late
the
merchant
local
of
son
Rogers,
The dollar may be dropping in
incident was
Murray Chamber of Commerce Delrnus and Gentile Howard morning when the
value, but we notice that no
police
city
the
to
reported
each year.
Rogers, and his wife, the former
foreign nation has turned down
Investigating officers said
on Mable McDougal, daughter of
located
is
Art
The
Guild
any money in the foreign aid
house was
North lith Street in Murray. the late Stanley and Daisy that the entry to the
program.
door glass
a
breaking
by
gained
Officials atthe Mild urge the McDougal, reside at their home
display of at 1502 Cardinal Drive, Murray, on the east side and unlodung
their
view
to
public
Lisa Kirk: "I'm for women's
apartment
works on Friday and Saturday. where they moved to in 1959 the door to the
lib--as long as I have someone
to balance my checkbook."

Guitar Stolen From
Thurman Residence

Murray Art Guild
To Display Works

Roll Call Report

Stubblefield and Natcher Support
Bill Banning Strikers' Food Stamps

WASHINGTON - Here's how
area Members of Congress
were recorded on major roll call
votes July 19 through July 25.
HOUSE
Reminds us of the time we
FARM BILL - Passed, 226
slid down into a ditch and ac- for and 182 against, Agriculture
cidentally slid right over the and Consumer Protection Act,
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12) the new four-year farm
program which takes effect
next Jan. 1.
Among m'alor, controversial
provisions are a ban on food
stamps for strikers and a
Considerable cloudiness and tightening of subsidy loopholes
mild this afternoon and a which
primarily
have
chance of a few thundershow- beriefitted large cotton farmers.
ers. Highs in the mid 80s. Part- Bill contains $20,000 per farmer
ly cloudy and cooler tonight annual subsidy ceiling.
and a chance of a shower.
Bill introduces the "target
Lows tonight in the low 60s. price"
for
mechanism
Wednesday will be partly guaranteeing farm incomes.
cloudy and mild. Highs in the This provides for federal
low to mid 80s. Outlook for payments if cotton, wheat and
Thursday is sunny and mild. feed grain market prices fall
Precipitation probabilities are below federally-set "target
40 per cent this afternoon and price." Target levels will rise
30 per cent tonight.
with cost-of-production inKentucky extended outlook creases
Advocates of tightening
Thursday through Saturday:
Generally .lair. ..wttb little loopholes argued that present
temperature change throughopt _ subsidy system benefits largest
the period. Daily highs in the farms at the expense of small
80s and night-time lows in the farmers, consumers and tax.
oavers. Qpponents cited cot60s
sse

The Weather
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In Our 94th Year

Sidewalk Sale
Planned Here
On August 3-4

Reading the other day where
the Hope, Arkansas Star
reported the following: "Understatement of the year comes
from a Canadian airport where
traffic controllers vacated their
quarters when a swarm of bees
moved in. The bees were
estimated, it says here, between
700 and 1,000. As any farm boy
knows, when you count bees you
start with a million."

One Section
Today

ton's contributions to the
economy, such as its proiected
$750 million exports in fiscal
1973 and direct employment of
5.2 million workers.
Supporters of food stamp ban
said federal government should
not subsidize either side of a
labor dispute. Opponents
countered that corporations
receive tax credits for strikeincurred losses, and said
hungry families are entitled to
stamps whatever the cause of
poverty.
Reps. Frenk Stubblefield (D1) and William Natcher (D-2)
voted "yea."
Rep. Roman Mazzoli D-31
voted "nay."
++++
IMPOUNDMENT - Passed,
254, for and 164 against, a bill to
prevent Presidential impoundment of congressionallyapproved funds. It requires the
President to notify Congress of
his intent to impound specific
funds; if -either house votes to
override his intent, the funds
must be!pent by the executive
branch.
The bill gives Congress 60
days, after being notified by the

By Dwain McIntosh
As construction finally nears
completion on the delayacademic-athletic
plagued
complex at Murray State
University, a fuel shortage
looms ahead of the $5.5 million
project as a new major crisis.
A lack of availability of
natural gas in the Murray area
and dismal prospects for
alternate fuel sources have
created the latest problem for
the facility, already two years
behind the original construction
schedule.

Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
adfor
vice-president
ministrative affairs at Murray
State, said the most recent
stumbling block "presents
complications which can lead to
some very serious consequences." He explained the
problem this way:
"Without sufficient fuel to
provide for heat and ventilation,
the internal structure will
deteriorate rapidly because of
heavy condensation. Water will
literally run off the walls and
damage the finished areas

Ryan Milk Company Purchases
Division Of Convenient Firm

rAmitiof

observed. "If not, extensive
interior damage and a delay of
yet another year are stong
probabilities-and, of course,
the investment is too great to
allow that to happen."
No indication of a gas shortage had arisen as a threat to
the project until last fall when
officials of the gas system
expressed concern. Working
through Mayor Holmes Ellis,
the gas system solved the Immediate problem by agreeing to
supply enough gas to prevent
interior damage and to make it
possible for the contractor to
work through the winter.
Gas company officials indicated the lack of availability
of natural gas again this
summer and suggested the
university seek alternate
sources of fuel for the stadium.
However, Hogaricamp emphasized that no circumstances
prior to the fall of 1972 pointed to
any possibility that not enough
gas would be available to meet
all university fuel demands.
the
in
Equipment
programming and design
stages of the stadium specified
natural gas, he said, because of
availability, economy and the
fact that it was already being
used elsewhere on the campus
As late as November, 1970,
the municipal gas system laid
service line to the construction
site. The gas boiler was set in
place in August, 1971, with still
no indication of an impending
(See Stadium, Page 12)

Morrison pleted by September 1.
Farms,
Ryan Milk Company has more
Gold,
Peden said CIA had ans,
Meadow
Cafeteria
Food
the
of
bulk
the
purchased
to sell
Specialties division of the Kraftco, Sealtest, Reddi-Whip, nounced its intention
Specialties in March, and
Convenient Industries of and Instant-Whip. Several of - Food
these names are already being said the fact that the tranAmerica, Inc., (CIA).
James Garrison, general packaged by Ryan, but the saction was not completed in
year,
manager of the Murray plant, purchase will add new divisions the company's fiscal
a
have
27,
will
May
the
Ryan
ending
to
be
the
companies
of
will
acquistion
the
that
said
"negative effect" on CIA
mainly a process of adding new operation.
The food specialties division earnings for the past fiscal
labels to products already
include special products year.
will
Murray
the
at
red
manufactu
He said the sale- had been
manufactured by the Condairy operation.
Garrison said the purchase venient operation, most of expected to heap offset nonwould increase the Ryan which Rayn Milk Co. is already recurring write-offs incurred
year. The
operation by about 75-100 ac- packaging. These include such during the last fiscal
about
counts, and would extend the %Items as coffee creamers, write-offs were brought
drying
limits of "Ryan territory" cottage cheese, sour cream, by phasing out of
and the
father east into the Baltimore- yogurt, and other dairy items. cleaning operations
CIA president Harlin D. banckruptcy of a firm which
Washington area.
Many of the new accounts, Peden announced that the purchased CIA's modulary
Garrison said, are already on transaction should be com- housing subsidiary.
current Ryan routes, and will
some
involve
merely
changeovers at the plant. He
Bention Williams, constiltant
added that some new machines
for International Student Work,
have already arrived at the.
National Student Ministries,
plant and that space is being
, Baptist Sunday School Board,
made for additonal equipment.
One hundred-fifty Kentucky concluded Saturday evening will be the speaker at a special
Much of the purchase inDemocrats gathered in with a cookout hosted by U. conference to be held at the
Young
inventory
stock
volved paper
Governor and Mrs. Julian Flint Baptist Church on
owned by the Convenient Murray July 27, 28, and 29 for
Carroll at Kentucky Dam Thursday, August 2, at 7:30
operation, and a large amount the Club's first Quarterly
Village. Lt. Governor Carroll, p.m.'
Executive
its
of
Meeting
their
in
of equipment used
the cap of chef-pardonned
The
friends.
and
The meeting is sponsored by
operations. A substantial part of Committee
excellence as he personally the Woman's Missionary Union
the purchase also involved the Murray University Young
grilled some 35 pounds of beef of the Blood River Association.
number of new customers to be Democrats served as host for
the visiting Young Denis.
for
the
throughout
from
s
delegation
Williams was a missionary to
added by the acquisition_
Kelsey E. Friend, kr.,
New accounts being added by State. Beginning with parties Pikeville-native, president of Thailand for several. years
the purchase include such held in the homes of Mr. and the stage group, praised the before beginning hissiork with
names as National Airlines, Mrs. Don Nanny, Murray club efforts of the CarrolLs by saying the Sunday School Board.
Mrs. W. A. Erwin, WMU
Shoneys, Holland Dairy, Ard- president, and Tony McClure,
of Kentucky
first district YD chairman, the "Young people
...-Directory for Internationals,
the
dge
weekend moved to a full day of gratefully acknowle
said all persons interested in
n given to
water sports at Kentucky Lake support and recognitio
sponsoring international or
by
(In Saturday, replete with a Kentucky Young Democrats
working with them are invited
It
wife.
his
and
to attend the meeting on
barbequed pig roast fare our Lt. Governor
t
y appropriate a.
ly
supplied by the Murray Club. is particular
Thursday.
(See Democrats, Page 12)
The weekend social activities

State Young Democrats Hold
Meeting Here Over Weekend

Senior Citizens
Meet Thursday At
Center and Library

The Murray-Calloway County
President, to order the (-Please
Citizens will have an
Senior
of funds.
t business meeting on
:importan
This law would be in t•ffect
, August 2, at ten a.m.
until next June 30 The Senate -Thursday
Community Center.
Ellis
the
N3-sit
hashowever.
version of this bill,
the upcoming year
for
Pleas
no termination date.
an election of officers are
Many of those voting for said and
agenda for this meeting.
the one year limit is adequate on the
ip cards will also be
because of anticipated passage Membersh
at this meeting.
of a pending bill that gives distributed
tion will be furTransporta
broader
even
Congress
on the Senior Citizens'
nished
budgetary power.
cited minibus and those needing
opposed
Many
transportation may call the
fiscal
of
Congress' history
office, phone 753-0929.
irresponsibility and argued that
Two films, "Old Kentucky
on
ing
concentrat
of
instead
and "Kentucky's
Homes"
Congress
impoundment issues,
Rainbows," will be
Feathered
should set spending limits and
shown for the Senior Citizens at
to
stick
them.
the Calloway County Public
They said the impoundment
at two p.m. on ThurLibrary
legislation restricts
sday.
in
flexibility
ial
President
The senior citizens were
distributing funds and hinders a
recently of supplies
recipients
President's efforts to combat
as a gift from Jim Adams' IGA
inflation.
Northside Store. Jerry Bowden,
Stubblefield, Natcher and
head of the store, presented the
Mazzoll voted "yea."
gifts to the senior citizens.
++++
An ice cream freezer and a
CES
SUBSTAN
TOXIC
grill are needed by the
barbecue
Rejected, 189 for and 202
Carnes, officials said.
agajAIL,amendment to tlie Senior
Act An person or organization who
Toxic Substances
to donate such articles
that WIJJ have Oven the ensile&
call the office 753.0929,
please
n
Protectio
ental
Environm
said Verona Grogan, director.
(See Roll Cail, Page 12)
r

within the stadium."
Besides dressing,shower, and
training areas for football and
track, classrooms and offices
are also housed under the
massive structure which will
seat 16,000 for both athletic and
non-athletic events.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
university president, said he is
hopeful for a solution in the near
future. He has been negotiating
with city and Murray Natural
Gas System officials.
"No choice is left open for us
except to find an answer," he

Williams Speaker
At Meet At Flint

Astronauts Begin Catching Up
On Chores Delayed! By Illness
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) - The Skylab 2 astronauts, pronounced on the riltond
in their struggle with motion
sickness, began catching up today on housekeeping chores delayed by their illness.
Although mission doctors said
the men were showing signs of
improvement, a space walk
originally planned for was
postponed again until Saturday.
This delay will give Skylab
commander Alan L. Bean, Dr.
Owen K. Garriott and Jack B.
Lousma all day Friday for rest
and recreation.
Lousma, who has suffered the
most from motion sickness,
greeted mission controllers
with a cheery "good morning,
down there, space farts," asIhe
crew's day began.
' Garriott took his first look at
an! experiment iavelving two
minnows carried aboard at his
request. The solar physicist
wanted to see if weightlessness

Flight surgeon Dr. Paul Buchanan said he thought the men
had passed the crisis of their
sickness. Space agency physicians are quite sure the illness
was caused by the disorientation of weightlessness
Buchanan said three days was
not an unreasonable length of
time for adapting to zero gravity.
If things had gone as
For the first time since the planned, Garriott and Lousma
planned 59-day mission began would have stepped outside the
Saturday, the three ate most of orbiting workshop for a space
their food and no vomiting oc- walk today
curred.
They need to replace film in
"Generally speaking, everyset of astronomical cameras
a
body feels pretty good until
so observations of the sun can
pretty
gets
it
and
time,
meal
begin. They plan to erect a new
tough then," Bean said. "But if
over the lab's outer
sunshade
you can get through meal time,
where a heat shield
surface
•
you're okay."
was ripped away during the
Most of today was to be spent
launch.
lab's
putting things' away and dealorbitIng wortshow woebut
me,
b^oubieso
sonie
ing With
_Skylak_
not ijangerons, mechanical---occupied by. .the first,
crew in May and June.
problems.

affected their swimming ability.
"These fellows are swimming
at full speed," he reported,
"but they seem to be completely disoriented."
The astronauts were to continue a regimen of stomachsoothing medicine today to prevent the symptoms from bothering them.
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Summer Is Best Time
For Double-Talk Study

TUESDAY—JULY 31, 073

Double talk, as you no doubt
recall, is the art of saying one
thing while actually thinking
another. More than at any other time of the year, however, in
summer it is hard to tell the
difference between double talk,
which is usually only genteel
hypocrisy, from downright lying.
Here are a few examples.
First, in quotes, the double talk
is given. It is followed in each
case by a translation which
tells the truth of the matter.

Astronauts Are Human
-

To all of us who live less dangerous lives, it must
be heartening to learn that the three astronauts who
docked successfully to the space station, are suffering from motion sickness.
Of course we wish them well and sincerely hope
that they recover quickly and continue their experiments.
,They are somewhat in the position of a person at
sigi, suffering from sea sickness. They would like to
gt out and walk, but "there just ain't no place."
Having suffered from motion' sickness for years,
vie can thoroughly sympathize with them.
:There is no doubt but what astronauts represent
the finest of men, both mentally and physically, and
their exploits over the past several years have made
them "super men" in the minds of many. The report
that they suffer from motion sickness brings them
litick into the fold of just regular people,even though
tiveryone agrees they have sharpened the normal
abilities held by most men.

Shoplifters Pick Our
Pockets, Too
A decrease in shoplifting would accomplish much
More than rescuing potential offenders from lives
blighted by a criminal record. Honest consumers
itould benefit directly because they now are paying,
in the prices of what they buy, for the goods taken by
ilte thieves.
A national decline in this kind of crime could lead
ho a reduction in elaborate packaging of small articles. It is easy to spot the way cardboard or plastic
kg used to make tiny items too big for shoplifters.
Less packaging also would mean economies in the
rise of chemicals to make plastics, forest products
tpr paper or cardboard and the energy used in
pianufacturing such materials. As matters stand,
Ihoplifters are contributing to environmental
damage and even the energy crunch. —Miami ifla
Herald.
4

Ten Years Ago Today
innota a 1111111111-111a

Mrs. Vernon Shield of Nashville, Tenn., drowned
Uuly 29 at Paris Landing State Park while on her
ihoneymoon there.
Major Robert Waters of Murray is now particpating in one of the largest peace maneuvers in
the state of South Carolina.
Eddie Lee Grogan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Grogan, has been named as a scholarship winner by
the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
Miss Linda Outland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Brent Outland of Murray, and Edgar Van Waugh,
son of Lt. Col. and Mrs. Edgar S. Waugh of Annadale, Va., were married July 27.

___

20 Years Ago Today
LILD431131•TI;Ii18 1111L1

Cpl. Dennis R. Boston, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Boston, Sr., of Kittshill, Ohio, formerly of
Murray, has been reported missing in action in
Korea.
Pvt. Don White, son of Virgil White of Hazel Route
,Two, recently joined the 2nd Infantry Divison in
Korea.
Rev. Quincy Scruggs, pastor of First Methodist
:Church, Humboldt, Tenn., will preach at the Hazel
Methodist Church next Sunday.
Showing at the 95 Drive-In Theatre is "The Story
.of Will Rogers': starring Will Rogers, Jr., Jane
'Wyman, and Eddie Cantor.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
We give thanks to God always for you all, making
mention of you in our prayers.-1 Thessalonians 1:2.

It is good to know that Christian friends are
naming us in a prayer to God. Are we doing the
same?

Isn't"It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
trade wherein the practitioners
cruel
a
Politics is
-4bake your hand and kiss your baby,then.turn about'

-

pants.
-iand kiss.you off while giving you a.kick hahe
is the craft of_pleasing
the voter without giving him 7
what he watts."
Anonymous

. Polities

when completed I predict not
more than a minute's time shall
be saved getting from 16th to
the Courthouse. Be one
Republican or Democrat. I
suggest they not let that influence their thinking. One's
conclusion should be whether or
not it is worth spending several
millions of tax dollars for
something which is not needed
and which will benefit only
some property owners on Main
Street.
Throughout the yser I use
Main from 16th to Downtown
and back, more than once each
day and for the life of me, I
cannot understand why four
lanes are needed. Widening the
approaching to 12th and Main at
all four corners will speed
traffic flow considerably and if
that is not enough, Olive and
Poplar should be made one-way
from 12th to 6th, one East and
one West, of course.
Every town in the United
States which has any traffic at
all has one-way streets, why not
Murray?

''Our resort has a lovely
scenic setting from which you
have an unobstructed view of
the nearby beach and, of
•
course, the ocean itself."—But
Cep* new IlerNas
to see any of these things you
have to go up on the roof,
which has a tar and gravel covering that makes it unsuitable
for sun bathing.
"Our swimming pool is a perDr. A.H. Kopperud on the four- fect aquamarine gem."—But
laning of Main Street and an it's so small that two's comeditorial TO FOUR LANE OR pany, three's a crowd.
NOT in reply to Dr. Koppenid.
"Spend an unforgettable
There is no doubt that Dr. weekend with us."—That's
Kopperud's arguments were the when it usually rains, and you
stronger and I an convinced don't have much to do to but sit
more firmly than ever that four- around and remember better
laning Main Street would solve times you've had elsewhere.
nathing. What is needed around
"Avoid the mob and come
is a continuation of Highway 121
so
all the way around Murray. during the week."—We have
This is not only necessary but few guests then that the hash
will eventually be don, so why we serve on Mondays usually
lasts until Friday.
not get on with it.
"Doesn't the idea of a vacaOne item mentioned in both
apthe letter and editorial was that tion free from insect bites
don't
does,
it
you?"—If
to
peal
of cross traffic at various
locations. Don't expect any come now. Be our guest next
highway February, and don't forget your
relief
because
what „skis. We've built the molehill
know
not
do
departments
is needed and they do not want on the two acres behind us into
a mountain.
to be told.

A.C. Koertner
1631 College Farm Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Dear Editor:
In the Ledger and Times of
July 27 you published a letter by

I have one comment of Mrs.
Patsy Cosby's letter to the
editor which was in the same
paper. She says "four candidates (for MSU president) ...
couldn't find their way to the
water fountain at the state
capitol." Now who, may I ask,
being in Frankfort and thirsty
would be looking for a water
state
the
fountain
at
capitol????
Sincerely,
Paul W. Sturm
503 Meadow Lane
Murray, Ky.

State Government Report By

The Interstate 24 bridge over the Ohio River linking Paducah
and Metropolis. Ill., is due to be conlpleted in August of next year
Its cost is $20 million and is a cooperative project. 90 per cent
financed by federal funds with the balance being shared by
Kentucky and Illinois. The new bridge is 1.365 miles in length
Construction started in'June. 1968; and the substructure was
completed December 18, 1970. Completion of the new bridge is
anxiously awaited by Kentuckians who now travel to Illinois over
ancient, narrow Irvin S Cobb Bridge between Paducah and
Brookport.
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"Well, the reason me and my
wife went there was because
the fishing is great."—No, we
didn't catch any ourselves, but
I saw one guy reel in three in a
row, each of them at least five
inches long.
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The sanctuary of t1
Baptist Church was th
for the June 29th we
seven-thirty o'clock
evening uniting in r
Miss Patricia Arlene
daughter of Mr. and 1
Thomas Morris of Ro
Dukedom, Tenn., and
Lynn Story, son of Mr.
James Ralph Story
Farmer Avenue, Murr
The double ring c
was performed by Bro
Nelson, pastor of Ow
The vows were ei
before an altar of black
iron candelabra, entwi
greenery and holdir
burning tapers. The ce
was 'U' shaped, tit
double row of burnin
flanked on each side
candelabra. Focus poi
two baskets of magnol
each centered with c
magnolia blossom. '1
tistry was outlint
magnolia leaves and 1
The Unity Candle,'
bride and groom ligh
the ceremony to sis
coming together of tw
one, was placed on the
white wrought iron sl
brass trim and
greenery. Family pe
marked by hurricar
with
accented
greenery and yellow 1
Preceding the gen
program of nuptial IT
presented by Mrs.
Williams. Mrs. Dann:
was vocalist. Mis)
Nelson kept the guest
Bride's Ores
The bride, given in
by her father, wore
gown of white imp(
organza over whit
taffeta with Venice 1
The slightly raised b)
richly enhanced by *
satin ribbon pulled
Venice lace trim tc
square yoke. The
featured a high ruff
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"I remember one stretch of
highway where we averaged at
least 35 miles to a gallon of
gas."—It was all downhill, and
we coasted.
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SOON: "PAPER NOON"
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"Here you won't be treated
as a mere guest but as a member of the family."—You won't
mind using the same towel for

Oranciew

• litorov.
Senator Carroll Hubbard

* Come to
*

MAYFIELD, Ky.—Saturday, August 4, 1973, will most likely be
a significant day in the history of Murray State University. It is
probable that the sixth president of the university will be chosen
and announced next Saturday afternoon by the all male, ten
member Board of Regents after two full days of meeting at the
campus.
By next Saturday all applicants for the position will have been
screened and the final six being interviewed by the regents'
screening committee will have visited the campus and received
the opportunity to meet vrithe university vice-presidents, deans,
faculty members and student leaders.
The regents are H. Glenn Doran, chairman; Bob T. Long,
Dr. Charles Howard, Graves (Skip I Neale, Dr. M. D. Hassell,
Harry Lee Waterfield, David Curtis, 0. B. Springer, Alton Mitchell and E. G. Adams. All reside in western Kentucky except
Waterfield, who lives in Frankfort but is a native of Calloway
County and formerly resided in Clinton.
Nine of the regents met last Saturday and also the previous
Saturday (July 21) and will convene again next'Friday. The aely
regent absent at recent meeting has beeli•Adams (orRopidri- wine), who rotated off the board last March. However, Gov.
Wendell Ford has not yet appointed a replacement for Adams(an
appointee of former Gov. Louie Nunn ) and Adams can serve on
the board and vote until a replacement is named.
About 225 applicants have been considered by the screening
committee (Doran, chairman; Long, Neale, Hassell and
Waterfield) for the top job at MSU. One reason the number of
applicants was so high is because the committee advertised the
availability of the position in "The Chronicle of High Education,"
a national publication. This is the first time a Kentucky regional
university president will have been selected in an open application process.
Regular registration for the fall term at MSU begins August 27
classes start August 29. Though the regents intended to have a
successor to Dr. Harry M. Sparks( he said last January he would
like to retire by June 301 chosen earlier than August. it appears
that the decision is forthcoming next Saturday—still soon enough
for the new president to assume his duties prior to the 1973-74
school year.
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LETTERS TO THEEDITOR
Dear Editor:
The opinions of A.M. Kopperud and yourself appearing in
the issue of July 27, have much
merit and I feel were expressed
with each of you thinking,
sincerely, the" idea was for
progress and for the good of
Murray. Subject Main Street.
I want to suggest to the
residents of both Murray and
Calloway County, they should
avail themselves of the opportunity to express themagainst, fourselves, for or
laning Main Street, in your good
newspaper. Tho, I have never
discussed this with Mayor-elect,
Scott, I have an idea he Would
like to have opinions expressed
to him verbally or in the press,
now, in order to help him immediately upon assuming office.
The few I recall talking to,
and this has not been recently,
wanted it done because Federal
funds would pay most of the
cost, if not all, and additionally
because it would help them and
or their political affiliation.
It is my much studied opinion
that this four4aning is the
biggest waste of money, other
than the Purchase Parkway, I
hays knowledge of since coming
to Western Kentucky in 1945.
The fact it will be done with
no
is
funds,
Federal
justification whatsoever. If, and

Ceremony At

two weeks, will you? The rest
of the family doesn't.
"Don't think you'll be a wallflower if you come by yourself.
Our resort appeals especially to
singles."—Most • of them are
widows over 70, or widowers
and swinging bachelors over 65.
"You'll be thinking about
your stay with us for years.'
And cursing with every sentence.

By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) — Summer is the best season to study
double talk.
This is the language most vacation resort literature is writ.,ten in, and It is also the language most returning vacationers use to describe what fun
they had on their holiday no
matter how bad a time they
really had.

The Outstanding Civic Asset eta Community
is the Integrity of Its Newspaper

Miss Patricia
Bride Of Richa

ind until
'I'he petroleum
operates about 30,500 wells in

According To Boyle ...
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Some northern Kentucky legislators vigorously oppose
legislation which would allow the Kentucky State police
jurisdiction in all parts of Kentucky. At present, the troopers do
not have authority in cities of the first five classes unless the
mayors or governing agencies there specifically give them such
jurisdiction.
In promoting the "statewide jurisdiction for state police bar
last week at the meeting of the Interim Committee on State
Government this legislator asked one northern Kentucky senator
who opposed such legislation, "If a city is run by a corrupt
government, wouldn't you want the state police to come in and
clean it up?" The Kenton County legilator responded, "The city
government is elected by the people. If they want a corrupt
government they should have it.
Another reason for opposition to the proposal: "our clean, hardworking, effective local police don't need any help". The front
page headline in last Saturday's edition of The Kentucky Post
(Covington): "Cite 8 Kenton cop irregularities—Jury wants
action taken". Eight irregularities 4the Kenton County Police
Department were found by the Kenteri County grand jury last
week. Among the practices questioned by the grand jury was
evidence of Christmas gifts of whiskey and money being accepted
by officers from the chief on down.
+++
Gov. Wendell Ford, U. Gov. Julian Carroll and this legislator
were the guest speakers at the annual meeting of the Kentucky
Magistrates and Commissioners Association last Thursday and
Friday at Owensboro Secretary of State Thelma Stovall was
honored at the convention.
Gov. Ford. outlined three plans for aiding Kentucky farmers
He is establishing an agency to guarantee loans for purchase of
farm lands and buildings, creating a Kentucky Farm Advocate's
office to keep him informed on developments and problems and
plans to fund a special addition at Spindletop I Fayette County(for
improvement of seed production.
4 4.
Kentucky Commerce Commissioner Damon Harrison a
Marshall County native warns, the future of Kentucky and all
other states will depend on how well we cope with the interactions
of three E's —energy, ecology and economic growth."
4 +

New capital punishment laws have been enacted in 11 states
so far this year. Most limit the death penalty to specified crimes
which also result in a death.
- The Franklin County grand jury convenes next Friday.- Fifteen
of those connected with the .lim Creech contracts scandal will
testify as to what they know of the large overpayments Creech
was allowed to collect from the state.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Miss Patricia Arlene Morris Becomes The
Bride Of Richard Lynn Story In Lovely

Wanda Billington
Complimented With

Ceremony At The Cuba Baptist Church

Shower Recently

Duplicate Bridge
Club Plans Meet

To Be Married August 18

The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club met Wednesday,
July 19. , at Gleason Hall with
the Wally Swans as top scorers
and the Bob Howards as second.

Miss Wanda Billington,
The sanctuary of the Cuba band of the Venice lace and
August 11th bride-elect of
bishop
Baptist Church was the setting pull-thru ribbon. The
Ronnie Walker, was honored on
Third high score was made by
for the June 29th wedding at sleeves were of sheer silk
July 13 with a miscellaneous
Max Carmans. Gloria
the
edged
cuff
wide
a
in
the
with
organza
ty
o'clock
seven-thir
shower at the Community Room
Cunningham and Sam Posey
evening uniting in marriage with Venice lace. The softly
of the Hopkinsville Federal
came in fourth. Fifth high was
Miss Patricia Arlene Morris, draped skirt was accented by a
Savings and Loan.
scored by a new couple to the
the
at
ruffle
flounce
Joe
Mrs.
wide
and
of
Mr.
daughter
Hostesses for the occasion
club and to Murray, Gene ,and
Thomas Morris of Route One, hemline featuring the same
were Mrs. Sue Rose, Mrs.
Cecile Wheeles of Kansas city,
Dukedom, Tenn., and Richard ribbon and lace trim.
Janette
Mrs.
Flosalee
Walker,
Missouri.
trimmed
was
cap
Juliette
and
Mrs.
Her
Mr.
of
son
Lynn Story,
Walker, Mrs. Judy Mathis, and
All interested persons are
James Ralph Story of 1708 in Venice lace and was attached
Mrs. Katharine Bonner.
urged to come and participate.
to a floor length veil of silk
Farmer Avenue, Murray.
Miss Billington chose to wear
The group meets every WedThe double ring ceremony illusion trimmed with lace. The
a navy and white knit dress, and
nesday night at Gleason Hall at
was performed by Bro. Charles bride wore pearl earrings, a gift
she was presented with a corthe corner of N. 12th St. and
Nelson, pastor of the church. of the groom. Around her neck
Her
of
white
at 7:00 p.m. Come singly
carnations.
sage
Payne
chain
gold
small
a
wore
she
exchanged
were
The vows
Mrs.
Marvin
mother,
or bring a partner, as you wish,
before an altar of black wrought necklace from which hung a
a spokesman said.
Billington, and her mother-iniron candelabra, entwined with gold cross that her mother had
law to be, Mrs. Lowell Walker,
greenery and holding white worn in her own wedding.
were also presented with white
The bride carried a bouquet of
burning tapers. The center arch
HARRELL GUESTS
carnations.
was 'LP shaped, holding a yellow rose buds and white
Mrs. Douglas(Joan) Given of
by
Mrs.
directed
were
Games
baby
with
mixed
carnations
tapers
of
burning
double row
Lombard, Ill., and Mrs. Bill
Judy Mathis, sister of Mr.
flanked on each side with tree breath accented with long satin
(Ruth) Whitnell of Sam
Walker. Mrs. Jimmie Billington
candelabra. Focus points were streamers tied in love knots.
Rayburn, Texas, have been the
and Mrs. Mia Wison were
As the bride proceeded down
two baskets of magnolia leaves
of their mother, Mrs.
guests
and
the
prizes.
of
winners
stopped
she
aisle,
each centered with one large the
Ruby Harrell.
A color scheme of yellow all
magnolia blossom. The bap- presented her mother a single
-whgreen was used for the refr:.
tistry was outlined with yellow rose bud. After the
,9 L. C.
ment table which was overlaid
magnolia leaves and blossoms. ceremony, the bride and groom
with a green cloth with lace
The Unity Candle, which the stopped during the wedding
insertion. An arrangement of
bride and groom lighted after recession and presented her
yellow, green, and orange
the ceremony to signify the new mother-in-law a yellow
Miss Jill Ann Komorowski
flowers was used at the center
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lynn Story
coming together of two lives as rose bud.
later
was
and
attable,
of
the
Herndon
Belinda
Miss
a
in
altar
the
on
placed
one, was
Miss Jill Ann Komorowski, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
28, the groom's parents, Mr. presented to the honoree by the
white wrought iron stand with tended the bride as maid of neck and sleeves. Mrs. Reed
i of Calvert City, and Gary Warren Melton, son of
Komorowsk
enStory,
R.
James
Mrs.
and
paterher
hostesses.
brass trim and boxwood honor. The bridesmaid was Douthitt,
Melton of Murray and the late Warren Melton, will
Yvonne
Mrs.
ry
Morris-Sto
the
to
chose
tertained
er,
Refreshments of white cake be married on Saturday, August 18, at five o'clock in the afgreenery. Family pews were Miss Freida Wheeler. They nal grandmoth
at
dinner
a
wedding party with
with delicate yellow ternoon, at the St. 15ius Catholic Church,5th Avenue, Calvert City,
marked by hurricane lamps were attired in floor length wear a blue crepe A-line dress
from
House topped
Colonial
cookies, mints, and with Rev. C. Pettit officiating.
boxwood gowns of bright yellow with long sheer sleeves of the
with
flowers
accented
Murray.
in
rd
Smorgasbo
polyester crepe fashioned after matching color.
greenery and yellow bows.
yellow punch were served from
A reception will follow at the Calvert City Golf and Country
The 'U' shaped table featured
maternal
groom's
The
beautifully appointed table.
the
Preceding the ceremony, a the brides dress. Their head
Club. All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
yellow daisies, baby breath and
program of nuptial music was pieces were bright yellow grandmother, Mrs. Rosa M.
Gifts from the hostesses, and the reception.
light burning candles as center
presented by Mrs. Charles ribbon bows from which fell a Franklin, was attired_in a
were laid for included electrical appliances,
Covers
"pieces.
a
Miss Komorowski, a 1969 grailuate of St. Mary's High School,
with
dress
yellow
sleeve
of
long
veil
pink
length
shoulder
Williams. Mrs. Danny Howard
were displayed along with the Paducah, received her Bachelor's degree from Murray State
guests.
twenty-nine
the
at
tie
flip
nose-gays
matching
carried
was vocalist. Miss Donna netting. They
The bride and groom ex- other lovely gifts. .•
Story, his
University this spring with a major in political science and a
Nelson kept the guest register. of yellow daisies with long neckline. Mrs. Festus
Approximately sixty persons minor in sociology and English. She is employed at the Holiday
gifts and presented
changed
a
wore
r,
paternal
grandmothe
streamers.
ribbon
yellow
Bride's Dress
were present or sent gifts.
Inn at Kentucky Dam.
Miss Monica Beane was the long sleeve white knit dress gifts to their attendants.
The bride, given in marriage
coat
worn
blue
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
with
a
sleeveless
by her father, wore a formal flower girl and her dress and
i of Vineland, N.J., and Mr and Mrs. John Mazurek of
to
the
the
over
Komorowsk
dress
complete
after
fashioned
were
piece
head
silk
gown of white imported
, N.Y.
Amsterdam
ensemble.
She
.
attendants
organza over white bridal the other
Mr. Melton, a 1970 graduate of Murray High School, still be
All the grandmothers wore
taffeta with Venice lace trim. carried a white basket filled
attending Murray State University majoring in radio and
corsages of white carnaons.
The slightly raised bodice was with yellow rose petals.
television communications and a minor in political science. He is
Reception
best
as
groom
Serving the
richly enhanced by wide white
employed at the University Library and the MSU radio station.
the
following
ly
Immediate
satin ribbon pulled through man, was his brother, Ralph
held
was
reception
a
was
wedding,
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mrs. Louise Paschall of
groomsman
The
Story.
a
form
Venice lace trim to
hall.
Murray, Ellie Paschall of Hazel Route One, and the late Mr. and
square yoke. The neckline Tommy Morris, brother of the in the church fellowship
The bride's table featured a
Mrs. Ulus Melton of Murray. His great grandparents are Mr. and
featured a high ruffle with a bride. Ushers were Mitchell
Mrs. T.W. Nesbitt of Hazel and Mrs. Iva Paschall and the late
Johnson and Darrell Forrester. white crocheted lace tablecloth
Quitman Paschall of Hazel Route One.
Chris McClure served as ring over yellow. The centerpiece
was of yellow daisies grouped
See Don Knotts in
bearer.
The groom chose to wear a around white burning tapers. At
white coat with black satin one end of the table was placed
lapels and black trousers. The a five tier white wedding cake
Gleason Hall at seven p.01.
qr
Tuesday,July 31
other men in the wedding party trimmed with yellow rosebuds.
of Persons may bring their own
c
black tux. They all Completing the table was a
women
solid
Democrati
wore
Sae., OU)'
Murray and Calloway County partner or come and be paired
wore white ruffled shirts tipped crystal punch bowl placed on a
crystal base from which yellow
will meet at the Calloway at the Hall.
in black and black bow ties.
For her daughter's wedding, punch was served. Mints and
County Court House room at
By Abigail Van Buren
eight p.m. New officers will be
the bride's mother chose a floor nuts were served from silver
my
graduation,
school
DEAR ABBY: For my high
i 0"
e
ke,
length gown of clear blue linen appointments.
elected.
and
Thursday, August 2
parents gave me a new nose. I had it done last week,
Serving at the reception were
knit fashioned with a scooped
Paris District of the
The
it!
love
just
I
swollen,
still
even tho it's
Murray TOPS Club will meet
atneckline and long tapered Mrs. Anna Bailey, Mrs. Linda
United Methodist Church will
in the fall. I will be meeting
college
to
bast
going
am
I
seven
at
Center
Health
the
at
and
Blalock,
Judy
sleeves accented with bands of Looper, Miss
kti RGEN out,
shouldn't
have a seminar on the new
lots of new kids, and my mother told me that 1
p.m.
Grecian lace. She wore ac- Miss Debbie Wyatt.
m,
hadn't
curriculu
I
School
her
Church
told
I
Dy;
done.
nose
my
had
I
anybody
tell
Rice bags were distributed by
cessories of a matching hue. A
Wednesday, August 1
I
I
"Our Living Bible," at the First
planned on wearing a sign saying: "I had my nose done,"
white cymbidium orchid was Miss Velvet Morns and Miss
United Methodist Church,
conversation, I am not going to lie
w
in
lip
if
comes
_it
hut
Duplicate
Open
Murray
Regina Beane.
pinned at her shoulder.
from seven to 9:30 p.m.
about it.
Bridge Club will meet at Murray,
Following the reception the
The groom's mother was
she
and
it,
admit
to
me
for
foolish
be
would
it
She said
attired in a floor length gown of bride and groom left for a
asked me to promise her I wouldn't tell anybody.
Lodge
Barkley
at
'low
crepe
honeymoon
polyester
Cie
turquoise
light
e.4
Oranitt
I respect my mother opinion, and I know she means
with long full sleeves. The 'V' State Park. The bride chose a
best for me, but I Just can't make her that kind of
the
•
lace
with
dress
knit
trimpink
were
light
neckline and cuffs
' really serious conflict we have
This is the fir,
promise.
away
vt-otANit.
med with turquoise chiffon flower trim as her going
JOB
NOSE
is she?
ever had. Am I wrong"
ribbon pulled through white attire. At her shoulder was
but not
best,
nose
corsage.
usually
orchid
mother
an
matpinned
of
JOB
were
DEAR NOSE
lace. Her shoes
The couple is now residing at
ching color. At her shoulder was
this time.
pinned a white cymbidium their new mobile home at Route
One, Dukedom, Tenn.
orchid.
DEAR ABBY: I am very much in love with Steve and
Out of town guests attending
The bride's maternal grandmarried in
is
he very much in love with me We plan to be
mother, Mrs. Bessie McClure, the wedding were Mrs. Boa M.
also very
am
I
problem:
one
only
is
September. There
wore a light blue linen short Franklin, Milan, Tenn; and Mr.
job.
my
with
love
in
much
Fox,
G.
sleeve dress with white em- and Mrs. Adrain
I'm a secretary and have been with the same company
broidery design outlining the Shelbyville, Tennessee.
are
for five years. I intend to keep on working after we
Rehearsal Dinner
say I am career-minded.
could
you
guess
I
married.
June
evening,
On Thursday
I
Steve says before we get married I must promise that
at
work
not
I'll
and
a
day,
hours
eight
over
will not work
all on Saturdays Right now I work more than eight hours
many days, and I work In Saturdays, too.
have
Steve doesn't think a woman can be married and
Lockhart,
Kathy
a career, too. I disagree Abby. do you think it's fair for a
Miss
daughter of Mrs. Evelyn
man to ask a woman to give up something that means as
plans
has
completed
much to her as my job means to me? I love Steve and
Lockhart,
for her wedding to John E.
don't want to lose him, ,but, I also love this job. Please
STEVE'S GIRL
settle this.
Gardner, son of Mrs Laure
N.Y.
of
Altznar,
Gardner
but
DEAR GIRL: It's all right for a girl to like her job,
The wedding vows will be
a real
she is "in love" with her job, her love life with
on Saturday,
solemnized
are
.--tIve man is in trouble I don't think Steve's requests
I
bells.
August 4, at seven o'clock in the
wedding
those
off
hold
do,
you
if
but
unreasonable,
evening at Hale Chapel of the
bear a clinker in the belfry.
First United Methodist Church
Rob
Large Group
with Dr. James Fisher perbe asDEAR ABBY: Is there a way for a couple to
forming the double ring
heard
have
I
want?
they
sured they will get the sex child
"
ceremony.
girl,
there is a foolproof method for getting a boy or a
Miss Lockhart will be given
be
can
this
how
know
you
If
prefers.
couple
whichever the
in marriage by her bri4her,
accomplished with positively no chance of failure, please
Larry Lockhart. She has chosen
you
respond at once, and I will send $25 to any charity
1 Group
Deborah Mabry as her maid of
RS
DAUGHTE
SIX
OF
FATHER
designate.
honor and Mrs. Susan Hale
DORISSA
local
Blackford as her bridesmaid.
DEAR F'ATIIER: Yes. ADOPT! Send $25 to your
chapter.
Planned Parenthood
Best man for Mr. Gardner
He could have waxed wiser if Ben had us around
will be his brother, Warren
DEAR ABBY Grandma wrote that she was embarback then to sell him more comfy furniture. As
Groomsmen will be
Gardner.
Friday Nights
because her grandson bragged so much about his
rassed
buyers
ise
"budget-w
Store Hours:
Richard would say today,
John Wilhalm and End Stroud.
even saying that he had won II purple hearts.
war
record,
can't believe their eyes at ..
"Junior"
of
9-8 P.M.
Rudd
Pam
Miss
She should use an old .Jewish saying next time
9-5 Weekdays
Madisonville will present the
starts to boast:
music with Mrs Linda Wright as
"Do not make yourself so big
accompanist. Miss Shara Toon
You are not so small."
DO,.N. M.
will keep the guest register.
A CATHOLIC -GRANDMOTHER, ALAMOGOR
A reception will follow in the
Pans, Tennessee
124 W. Washington Ph 642 2932
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Toon,
rod be4tr 1,1 get It Of plur
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Peace, Love, Blues And
Bluegrass Festival Held

Eiktit Die On State Highways
Iii Accidents Over The Weekend

..torm just to hear them.
By ROGER PETTERSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS were killed Saturday in a fiery
By
The festival was marred SunWriter
Press
Associated
Corbin.
on U.S. 25 near
ElJtt persons died in acci- crash
day when 19-year-old Roy Rus(API
Va.
W.
,
STUMPTOWN
Police said Helen Malicoate,
denik on Kentucky highways
Shuck of Fairmont drowned
- The Peace, Love, Blues and sell
over*e weekend, including a 27, and Charlotte Hammons, 22,
in the lake. Police said he had
that
all
was
Festival
Bluegrass
truck
a
of
trailer
Beech Creek woman whose car died when the
jumped from the lake's diving
and more.
pluhabd over an embankment landed on top of their car and
tower and "apparently hit the
4,000
A crowd estimated at up
anckinto a water-filled strip- both vehicles burst int* flames.
water wrong and drowned."
6
with-1011
young.
pessans-the
Jostruck,
the
- The driver: of
miirpit.
Minney's farm, along a narthe
and
bags,
sleeping
and
hair
Lidice said Lois Marie Webb, ter Ford of Johnson City,
paved road just south of
row
lawn
old with aluminum
37,iris killed when her car left Tenn., was hospitalized with sethis Gilmer County community,
Franklin
onto
-swarmed
chairs
Riiaside Road about four vere burns.
such as
Minney's 800-acre valley farm is well-suited to events
The accident occurred at the
mi* east of Browder.
this.
over the weekend, soaking up a
hildflenberg County Coroner Intersection of U.S. 25 and 25E
The main stage, with banks
flood of music.
Charles Nelson said the body about one half mile north of
powerful speakers at either
of
the
dominated
Bluegrass
was recovered by searchers Corbin
and full theatrical lights,
side
four-day event, but the farm's
A 10-year-old Middletown girl
early Sunday about 200 feet
faces a sloping meadow into
thumped
also
stages
twin
car
a
when
Sunday
from the point where the car was killed
noise. But
old-fashioned country and blues sulated from outside
entered the water. Nelson said struck the open-bed truck in
a narrow
along
there
getting
of
and rang with the sounds
two youths fishing near the site which she was riding, throwing
hillside trail on a pitch-black
the
shook
who
groups
said.
some
police
Owenton
out,
heard the car enter the water her
Wager,
trees with an amalgam of rock, night is an adventure.
JfvrdY and notified au- The victim, Charlene
The second stage, smaller
blues, country and bluegrass.
wee pronounced Aid at an
fewer lights and speakers,
with
on
out
laid
campgrounds
The
hospital.
Owenton
, Claudia McLeod,
a hillside that becomes a
faces
flat-mown
vast,
Lonnie
the farm's
A Uniontown man,
733',!-of Gilbertsville, was killed
tree-shaded grandstand. At the
spontaneous
in
erupted
Saturkilled
fields
was
25,
Anderson,
Sunday
injured
son
her
anill
jam sessions through the nights rear of the stage is the artiwkko their car collided with an- day night when his car left
as grey-haired old men with ficial swimming lake, with an
otiar car about six miles north Kentucky 130 about two miles
swapped tunes with island, diving tower and floatfiddles
Morganfield.
of
son,
east
The
641.
U.S.
on
otalenton
POW's,
former
In
Asia
question
Southeast
Action
in
'youths plucking ing platform.
old
Missing
long-haired
Men
of
14-yearlies
a
N-Fami
At
GilLouisville,
By Ray McLeod, also of
SEEKING WORD OF MISSING SERVICEME
Ample portable toilets dotted
in.
Granby, Colorado, organised by former astronaut James
banjos.
at
retreat
religious
a
at
session"
rap
a
boesville, was taken to Benton youth, Charles Mickens, died at
during
fireplace,
on
sitting
the area ( though strangley not
)
a
Wirephoto
about
ones.
(AP
only
loved
was
thier
crowd
injuries
The
of
of
survival
Hospital
possible
General
regarding
questions
on
}ital.
Families concentrated
tenth of what promoter Jim at the main stage), garbage
"pedestrian, Claude Alford, suffered Saturday when he was
a
riding
Clark forecast. But there were trucks made daily runs and
3trof Kayjay in Knox County, struck by a car while
Sound
people to crowd both tank trucks shuttled back and
Nashville
enough
The
was
bicycle.
he
when
Sunday
killed
wait
stateoverload the lunch forth with fresh water.
the
stages,
pushed
deaths
The
*Rick by a car on Kentucky
stands, keep a steady stream of
23$ about 10 miles south of Bar- wide traffic fatality toll for the
July 24, 1973
bodies flying from the diving
year to 638 compared with 616
boarville.
ADULTS len
30.
tower in the lake, and set up
July
last
women
through
Ky.,
two Bernstadt,
Nursery 6
jam sessions and Frisbee
matches-all at the same time.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
There were a couple scuffles Federal State Market News
Frances
Mrs. Georgia
and there, beer cans and Service July 30, 1973
here
5,
Route
Taylor's current song, "I Be- Hughes and Baby Boy,
By MARIAN FOX .
He was born hilltestAisek_
bottles filled the gar- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
bourbon
lieve in You," is a smooth, well Mayfield, Mrs. Hilda Mae bage barrels, and the aroma of
Associated Press Writer
phis, Ark., .acrom the
Market Report Includes 8
Route
Boy,
Baby
and
the
Norwood
without
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - sissippi river from Memphis. arranged piece
wafted Buying Stations
burning marijuana
"Richness is a state of mind," After a few years in gospel bawdy touch. Charts indicate 4, Benton.
across the valley floor, but the Receipts: Act. 1371 Est. 600
said singer Johnnie Taylor, as singing, he cut his first hit in the record is going strong in
crowds were well-behaved.
Barrows & Gilts mostly 82.00
and
blues
he rode in a black limousine 1968. That song asked the ques- both rhythm and
Near midnight Saturday a higher Sows $2.00 higher.
past a public housing project tion: Who makes love to your rock sales.
Mrs. Layvel Pearl Darnell, master of ceremonies found US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 54.75.55.25
desert bloom with food is secThe personable Taylor lives Route 1, Farmington, Alton himself facing a suddenly hosfor blacks.
old lady while you're out makiip RICHARD CARDINALE
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 54.25-54.75
ond to his development of a - Taylor is currently gathering
th Dallas and works on the Paschall, Route 7, Box 261, tile crowd as he tried to hurry
Copley News Service
ing love.
•
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 53.25-54.25
Boys' Town for orphans.
his own kind of riches, the kind
"'Who's Making Love' was a road six months of each year. Murray, Mrs. Anne Elizabeth the show along and ignore de- US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 52.75-53.25
-" ARISSA Kenya - On the
§
family,"
and
hit
a
wife
a
got
Income from his farm
recording
"I've
from
that come
big hit among blacks, but not
Lofton, Route 3, Benton, Master mands that the Earl Scruggs Sows
plains of northeastern
ucts has enabled Brother
single, "I Believe in You." The among whites," Taylor said. he said. "I don't want to travel Jerry Nelson Eldridge, Route 4, Review play an encore. The US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 47.00-48.00
nya a former Denver
I've
Mario to put up school buildsong is a cut from his album, "'The whites were trying to fig- the whole year, even when
club operator has turned
Murray, Mrs. Peggy Lee Wash- crowd won, and Earl Scruggs US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 46.00-47.00
ings, dormitories, a water
"Taylored in Silk."
ure out: 'What's he talking got a hot record." He has three burn and Baby Girl, Route 1, and his sons came back to shat- US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 44.00-46.00
acres of African desert
plant and other
purification
may
there
"That person over
about?' They may have real- children.
a thriving oasis for orter the cool, damp night with few at 42.00
structures. A wealthy AmerIf his current song adds a Dexter, Mrs. Donna Jean bluegrass and make the crowd
be as rich as I am," he said, ized somebody can be making
boys and cantaloupes.
Boars 31.00-38.00
Route
Girl,
Baby
and
Sanderson
ican visitor took one look at — sweeping a hand with fOur dialilario Petino, a vigorous,
love while you're out, but no- white following to his already
roar with delight at his lightBrother Mario was acwhat
Lee
Mrs.
Tencil
2,
fans,
Hickory,
black
a
of
toward
rings
collection
strong
mond and ruby
erfully built man of 55,
body wanted to hear about it at
ning banjo rips.
complishing and donated
EMPLOYMENT WAN TED
so be it. Taylor doesn't plan to Turner, 600 Poplar, Murray,
fat black woman fanning her- that particular time."
nds 2.5 tons of choice
Scruggs and singer-inan Olympic-size
for
money
5
Box
Clark,
Helen
Mrs.
whites.
for
style
his
modify
porch.
a
on
ons to market each week
Night Time Janitor
self
a
was
the
song
He thinks
strumentalist-composer John
swimming pool.
"If I change, I might lose my Dexter, Mrs. Lavelle G. Salyer, Hartford won the biggest
an area where nothing
"If you get up in the morning "trend setter. At that particuExperienced & have own
w before. But melons are
equipment
and eat garbage, you're gonna lar time, they thought it was a black fans," he said. "I think 808 North 17th St., Murray, Irl shares of applause, hollering
The boys are educated
t his most important crop.
be sick at your stomach," he little open. I think it was a door whites enjoy what I'm doing. Richard Somers, Route 6, and foot-stompire from a crowd
through the sixth grade and
Call 7134320
ys are.
then go on to school in Garissa
said. "Likewise, if you feed opener for a lot of risque I'm gonna keep singing my Murray.
that had endured a brief rain
,Two hundred orphans re.
town. But classroom work is
way and keep my own style."
your mind negative thoughts,
eve not only shelter at his
only part of their education.
you're gonna poison your mind.
issa Boys Town, but also
At Boys' Town, they learn
A lot of being rich depends on
training.
job
and
r
e
ucation
t
carpentry, crafts and agriculyour attitudes."
boys are mostly orphans
ture. They all work on the
Taylor, 36, is doing more
- the recurrent border wars
Mario
Brother
farm. Soon
than just thinking rich.
' tween Somalia and Kenya.
plans to add training in meHe wants a hotel suite with a
.Most of them are of Somali
chanics, welding, sewing and
"so I can do some writpiano
traction.
typing.
Scotch whisky, knit
good
ing,"
. About 20 years ago Petino
suits for business and velvet
He stresses personal im, cided there had to be more
vement and dedication to__ outfits for the stage. He likes to
life than running a nightr_
work.
walk into a hotel lobby and feel
the
joined
He
Denver.
b in
stares from people who want to
nsolats Brotherhood, a
-You should improve every
know who he is.
tholic order, and seven
day of your life," he says to
ears ago he came to Kenya
his boys. "This is the basic
He defends the black trend
Brother Mario to help his
thing of growing up, that you
toward fancy cars, clothes and
want to get better every day,
materialism. "Why shouldn't
r,' It was just four years ago
wherever you go - in school,
want the good things?"
blacks
?VC,
bat Brother Mario began his - at work, on the playground. If
he asked. "They've never been
e ys' Town, with 50 acres of
you
right,
it
do
and
that
do
you
now.
before
them
able to have
sert land donated by the
will become leaders, you'll
Things are going pretty good
vernrnent for an orphanstart becoming a man, a good
7 Ounce
for blacks - at least, they
3 Ounce
.:age. It was a sun-baked plain
man, and that's what I want
were until a few years ago," ali-,lif thorn thickets, but the Tana
all of you to be."
LIQUID
CONCENTRATE
luding to the Republican Ad:-litiver was two miles away.
3 Ounce Size
nightministration.
Denver
The
former
'I looked at that bleak land
Taylor, who began his career
club owner has found his
- d asked my self how to
With Green Sparkles
place in the sun, in the blazing
12 years ago, believes in workrt," Petino recalls. "I neva
He's
Kenya,
things.
northeastern
of
desert
finer
his
for
ing
my
life before.
farmed in
and gains fulfillment in the
perfectionist who will put his 10
- ---just start because someknowledge that he has turned
musicians through three hours
ing has to be done."
disadvantaged boys and disof rehearsals on three songs. "I
With financial help of CARE
advantaged land into somethe U.S. Agency for Interdon't pay them good money to
thing useful to society.
tional Development, toplay it wrong."
1ther with money he had coled in. Kenya and abroad,
Keeps You Cool
•
other Mario had a bulldozer
t a ditch to the Tam River.
and Calm!
le igation pipe was laid and a
inkier system installed.
:.
4•,,
purpose was to develop
',..trops with which to feed the
osorpnens and staff he planned
1::
Ilto have in his projected Boys'
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Say-Rite's Low, Low Price

.- °He . plowed with a fourel-drive vehicle, planted
of various kinds in the
ound, and got the sprinkler
tern working.
"Five days later, little
ts started coming," he
.d. "The first were cantapes. they grew rapidly and
fore I knew it they got so
• that they fell off the vine.
uldn't believe it.
"People began coming from
lover to look at the farm. It
as all green. They had never
anything grow here."
Now Brother Mario's 65re farm is the major sup.plier of cantaloupes to the
'Kenya market. He also grows
'bananas and other food, but
.he is proudest of his melons.
4. "People just don't know
hovi fascinating farming is,"
- WUim-seedi'aillit..he stiid,"
1
-9iiii liik0 oaro -of•
.-groiincTiiid
,them, and before you know it
:. food comes out of that soil."
k••••• 'His success in making the

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) College students in Kentucky
will be able to take courses for
college credit this fall by way
of educational television.
Full-time students at eight
state colleges and universities
will have access to the program, as will other persons enrolling in specific subjects.
The courses-still in the planning stage- will be offered
through the Kentucky Educational Television (KET) network on a budget of about $40,000 the first year. The universities are contributing 832,000,
and KET and the state Department of Education provide the
remaining $8,000.
Adron Doran, Morehead State
University president and chairMan of the committee of state
tartversrty presidents-which is
developing the proposal, said
any participating institution
may provide credit for any

televised course by arranging
to have a member of the faculty supervise assignments and
examinations.
0. Leonard Press, executive
director of KET, said some of
the state schools probably will
not have courses ready to offer
this fall and said only Eastern
Kentucky University's law-enforcement course has been officially offered to the network for
this fall.
"We're limping into this," he
said. "But I think we're going
about it rightly because the institutions are in it together."
Press said he also is hoping
for an appropriation of about
$561,000 from the state legislature for each year of the 1974-76
biennium to support televising
of 35 additional broadcast hours
each week for KET. --Prese said Kentucky'will ken
12 to 15 other states which are
currently involved in televised
education at the college level.
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Your Individual Horoscope
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Come In Today
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altering. You should bein on the
movements, plans. Express
your opinions - but discreetly.
SAGITTARIUS
; Nov. 2'3 to Dec. 2U xw
---Yk44.--iitalf..-friP oXtr • little
matters if not watchful. Have
patience and the "vagueness"
or seeming inconsistency of
things will clear. Manage
tactfully.

CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jam 20) ViVi4f
A notable day for presenting
new ideas; also old ones
carefully treated to get the most
good still left in them. Your
talents should shine now..
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may run into some snags,
obstacles, but you can handle
them - and ably. As with
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ekl Capricorn, pep up an old idea,
Your personal ambitions may keep your vision broad.
be dependent on some trends piscEs
indicated in the day's news. / Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Adjustments are bound to
Day awaits YOUR move.
follow.
Study situations carefully. The
44A wrong turn could cause a setLEO
back, but the right one could put
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Ideas and plans for travel you well ahead of the crowd.
may be running into some
difficulty - especially if you
YOU BORN TODAY are
'have planned too much activity endowed with a lively mind, a
or ha4e been too optimistic dynamic personality, lofty
about costs. There's still time to ambitions and great dignity.
revise, however.
You are capable of leadership in
VIRGO
many fields, but must curb
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
certain traits before you are
Indication of some distur- able to take on such responbance in job quarters. Stubborn sibilities, which require selfinsistence on your own way mastery and discipline. Don't
could further complicate let domineering, excessive
matters. Give a little!
pride or impatience cause you
LIBRA
to be sharp with others. Leoites
i Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Lien make outstanding executives
Influences continue mixed. once they have conquered these
Some Interests seem definitely faults. Otherwise, their value is
.'off limits," not as colorful as lessened because they lower the
once deemed. Others will morale of associates and emprogress happily. Keep balance ployees. You are ardent,
even, attitude thoughtful.
romantically inclined, love to
SCORPIO
travel and enjoy the luxuries of
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22;
life - which you are willing to
A shifting of certain situations work for. Birthdate of: Herman
indicated; perhaps conditions Melville, author.
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Emmert Chiropractic Center

Now In Their New Office
903 Sycamore Street with New Hours
THE HOURS ARE:
Mon. thru Fri. 9 a.m. to 12:00-2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12:00.

Phone 753-9909

TUESDAY-JULY IL 1273
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ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A better day for your interests
than you may rata". Waste no
time getting started, but don't
driVe through,-indiflerent to-the
reactions of others.
H1 ,11,
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your innate sympathy for
your fellowman could lead you
astray now, so take all factors
into account if asked for favors
- material or otherwise. Curb
emotions.
GEMINI
21401( May 22 to June 21)
Do not let unexpected
situations ruffle you. Study
them carefully and, with your
innate foresight and ingenuity,
you can solve all.
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and start this Beautiful Set of
Crystal-Stemware!
FLEEING FIGHING-An aged Cambodian woman and her
granddaughter rest beside ox cart that carried them from embattled flaseth Hill. Fighting between Cambodian government
forces, assisted by U.S. air strikes, and Cambodian insurgents, is
continuing on the hill, about nine miles northwest of the Cambodian capital, Phnom Penh. ;AP Wirepboto

Watkins Glen Rock
Concert Is Success
WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.(API
- Promoter Shelly Finkel likes
the Grand Prix race track
where his weekend rock festival attracted 600,000 fans. He
says he'd like to use it again
for another festival in six
weeks.
But try convincing local officials and townspeople of this
rural western New York village
they need another massive bottleneck of cars and people such
as the one caused by the aptly
named "Summer .1am."
By nightfall Sunday, nearly
all the young people had left
the track and only 1,000 acres
strewn with garbage remained
as testimony to the event that
surpassed in size the 1969
Woodstock festival and was the
biggest ever held in the United
States.
A few hundred campers lingered, some of them searching
for tents, cars, friends or pets
lost in the earlier confusion
"Summer Jam" started more
than a week ago as people began trickling into the track for
a leisurely wait for concert
time Saturday'
On Thursday and Friday, the
trickle became a tide, engulfing
nearly all roads in the Watkins
Glen vicinity.
When the Grateful Dead band
opened,the concert with "Sweet
Magnolia" Saturday
noon,
about 600,000 persons had managed to reach the track area.
Most of them pressed to get
within at least hearing distance
of the performers.
Finkel, 28, of New York City,
who with partner Jim Koplik,
23, started organizing the con-

cert in February, called the
jam a tremendous success.
"We think things went incredibly well in terms of all the extra people we never expected,"
he said.
Asked why the turnout was
three times what he anticipated, Finkel credited it to the
drawing power of the groupsthe Dead, The Band and the Allman Brothers.
"Also people wanted the experience of a big concert." be
said. The memory of Woodstock was certainly there."
Many people who attended
said no one at the gates had
bothered to check them for the
$10 ticket. Finkel said he had
suspended ticket checking when
traffic started to build at the
entrances.
Finkel said he was not yet
sure whether he had made a
profit. "I hope so," he smiled.
He estimated his gross at $1.5
million and his expenses at $1
million.
He admits that a second show
awaits further negotiation with
the track owner, local and state
officials and the entertainers.
Schuler County Sheriff Maurice F. Dean praised the youthful visitors as well behaved
But as for a second concert, he
said, "The people will never allow it.
'Some of the farmers are
boiling over about their fields'
being trampled," he said. "And
a lot of the more conservative
folks just don't like seeing
some of the, things these kids
do "

The beauty of this magnificent stemware is designed to harmonize with any decor, from traditional to
contemporary. Durable enough for everyday use, it is also at borne in the most elegant setting. Each piece
has the solid weight that spells quality. Tap the rim and you hear a rich bell tone! Design is blown bowl,
with button stem

The Pattern is called "Murray Tango" and is sparkling 24%
Lead Crystal from Europe's Finest German Craftsmen.

Here's How To Qualify ...
with your first $25.00 deposited to your existing savings
account or when you open a new savings account with
$25.00, you are eligible to purchase this beautiful crystal
stemware for $4.00 per item.

It's the Rewarding Way to build a Savings Account and
a Beautiful Set of Crystal!

Bank of Murray
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MEMBER F.D.I.C.
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Aaron At
A Glance
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By The Associated Press
27
1973 Home Runs
Most Recent Home RunJuly 21
54
1973 Games Remaining
Babe Ruth's Career Record714
Aaron's Career Home Runs700
14
Aaron's Magic Number
Aaron did not play in Atlanta's 7-3 victory over Houston
M ondayanight.
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Carlton Blanks Pirates While
Cubs Gain Ground On Cards

League, the Chicago Cubs
threat.
the St. Louis Cardinals
for extra bases out the ball to end the
shaded
A 27-game winner last sea- 3-1, the Los Angeles Dodgers
struck umpire McSherry and
1973
his
boosted
caromed toward left fielder son, Carlton
beat the San Francisco Giants
Kali and finally got.
Greg Luzinski and Davalltto - niarirtothe Montreal TAO& foe&
5-2,
run average under
had to stop at second. Both run- his earned
two from the New York Mets 10
3.98.
ners advanced on a wild pitch 4.00...to
and 5-2 in 10 innings and the
Elsewhere in the National
but Rennie Stennett struck out
\tlanta Braves downed the
0,
Houston Astros 7-3. Cincinnati
That's Carlton...as in pitchand San Diego were not scheder...Boone...as in catcher... and
uled.
McSherry...as in umpire.
Cubs 3, Cards 1
Carlton, 1972's Cy Young
Rick Reuschel allowed only
Award winner, hurled a six-hitfive hits in outdueling Bob Gibter, walked one and struck out
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
son and pitching the Cubs to
10. But it took a fluke play in
AP — Amateur Jeff McGill of
within 1 1 2 games of the Cardithe seventh inning of the MonOwensboro set a record for the
nals in the NI, East. It marked
day night game to preserve the
Bowling Green Country Club
shutout
the first time since June 29 the
course Monday as he won the
Vic Davalillo, a pinch runner,
Golf Tournament was held over
Bug
Cubs put two victories back-toLady
and
Lad
second leg of the Benson &
annual
first
WINNERS—The
GOLF
LADY BUG
back..
Hedges Kentucky Golf Tour the weekend at the Mayfield Golf and Country Club. Winners in the girls' division are from left to was at first base with two out
St. Louis scored in tke top of
Lancaster, Mayfield, second flight winner; when Dave Cash rapped a
with a 7-under par 65.
right, Debbie Warlord, Kevil, first flight winner; Cheryl
single past third baseman Mike
the first when Lou Brock
Jim O'Hern of Louisville's Laurie Crass, Murray,third flight winner and Catherine Dick, Murray,fourth flight winner.
p P
(Mayfield Messenger Photo) Schmidt. It might have gone
walked, stole his 35th base of
Harmony Landing Country Club
wit
6
.
the baseball season and the
fired a 68 to win the pro divi600th of his career and came
sion, claiming his third tournahome on a single by Tim
elf
ment victory over fellow KenMcCarver.
tucky pros during July.
Dodgers 5, Giants 2
McGill, a member of the MisDave Lopes drove in two runs
sissippi State University golf
with a homer and single and
team, fired a 34 on the front
Joe Ferguson also hornered as
nine and a 31, including an
the Dodgers boosted their lead
eagle, three birdies and five
in the NI. West to five games
Two Murray girls captured under shot nine holes whiltapars, on the back nine.
over idle Cincinnati and seven
Amateur Kevin Proctor was honors in their flights Friday at those who were older shot 18
over the Giants.
tied with &Hem at 68. Proctor the Mayfield Golf and Country holes.
was prcposed 25 years ago but
Bobby Cronin fired a fine 74 to
Claude Osten held the Gipreviously held the Bowling Club as the first annual Lad and
MACOMBER
MAWS
Ilk
the
by
American
down
turned
ants to four hid, one of them
Green Club course record of 67. Lady Bug Golf Tournament was take the first flight.
Service
News
Copley
League.
In the second flight, Jon
Gary Matthews' seventh
George Bernardin of May- held.
"The owners felt the Nahomer. Ron Bryant, tied with
Laurie Crass fired a 61 for the Stanley's 74 took honors while
sville, Kenton Station Golf Club
Andrew
William
Robert
tional League wasn't ready to
Cincinnati's Jack Billingham as
pro, fired a 70 for second mon- nine holes to capture the third Gary Sullivan of Murray, Kevin
Feller says it's time major
American
against
play.
flight while Catherine Dick won D'Angelo of Murray and Robert
the league's top winner, took
ey in the pro division.
league baseball hitched up its
League teams.
Creason hao 77's.
the loss, his eighth against 15
Five pros were tied at 72, in- the fourth flight with a 63.
knickers and made the game
National
the
"Today
The third flight found Nick
wins. He's 4-8 against the Dodgmore attractive to both televiIn the first flight, Debbie
cluding Dave Baron of Louisway
same
the
feels
League
sion and in-the-park fans.
in his career and 0-8 in
ers
ville, Carl Owen of Jefferson Warford captured the cham- Hibbard of Murray firing a 42
League,
American
the
about
tries
BOOT—George Blanda, Oakland, Calif., Raiders,
At 54, the Old Fireballer
Stadium.
Chenoweth Golf Course, Danny pionship with a 38 while Beverly for nine holes to finish three
Dodger
So I don't know when interto kick football across river at Chicago, Ill. He failed.
from Van Meter, Iowa, still
Expos 1-5, Mets 0-2
McQueen of Lexington, Del Parker of Murray shot a 50 to Strokes behind the winner, Jeff
league play will come. It
ran chuck it in there. His forePalmer of Louisville, and take the honors for runnerup. Boyd. Next in line were Howard
John Boccabella crashed a
should be right away, to help
arms are tan and firm and his
Carol Dick and Susan Crass Boone, Dan Homra and Lynn
Owensboro Country Club pro
three-run double in the 10th insustain America's interest in
interest in baseball is as conbaseball."
Alan White, winner of the first finished in a three way tie for Sullivan, all of Murray.
ning of the nightcap after Ken
presentedwere
as it was in the days
Trophies
suming
as
Hedges
flight
fourth
Feller concedes some of
&
the
in
Benson
second
leg of the
Singleton's run-scoring double
(1936-1956) when he pitched
the winners and runners up in
time-consuming
baseball's
they carded 89's.
tour.
in the ninth inning won the
himself into baseball's Hall of
habits could be dropped. The
Boys 13 years of age and each of the flights.
Louisville amateurs Phil Aropener as rookie Steve Rogers
IndiCleveland
the
Fame
for
intentional base on balls, for
mbruster and John Poole tied
hurled his second straight shutans.
example, he believes, should
for third and fourth in the amawith .a seven-hitter.
out
decent
blocking
with
halfway
BISHEFF
By STEVE
The mod glasses don't hide
be automatic, the batter movBraves 7, Astros 3
teur divison at 71.
in Buffalo?
Service
Copley
News
the grin wrinkles. Bob Feller
ing to first on a signal to the
— Will Don C,oryell turn it
Ron Schueler scattered seven
is a man who criticizes orgaumpire from the catcher
around in St. Louis enough to
hits and Darrell Evans and
It's the year of the Great
nized baseball because he
without a ball being pitched.
take a shot at the Redskins in
Frank Tepedino crashed home
Quarterback Transplants.
loves it. He can take on the
-Only Ty Cobb and a few
the National Football Conferruns for the Braves off soreThe year Miami tries to go for
bigwigs with a fine touch of
others have reached out and
ence East?
34-0.
armed Larry Dierker, who was
humor.
wry
In the first. game Sunday in
hit an intentional ball," Feller
Eaton's then scored five more
Are like about to experiChuck Fairbanks may pop
The new designated hitter
making his firsLatart in eight
League,
Softball
Men's
the
PRESS
scoreless
ASSOCIATED
recalls.
Douglas
THE
held
runs and
By
erice a -big slield in'Big D? Or
up with his funky Wishbone in
weeks. Evans' two-run Shot in
rule is a Mickey Mouse gimAMERICAN LEAGUE
often
happen
Bynum's slipped by the the remainder of the game.
"It doesn't
will Tom Landry finally .figNew England, while in Los
mick," observes Feller in an
first inning was his 29th.
the
BATTING (250 at bats)—
in an exciting
enough to make that much
Wallace's won in an exciting
ure out who his quarter4ck
Carew, Min, 34; 13,May, Mil, Calloway Cubs 7-5
Angeles, another Chuck
interview. "If one league
the automatic
and
difference,
game.
331.
be?
should
upset against Bynum's by a
American League scores.
named Knox becomes the latAmerican) is going to use the
RUNS—R.Jackson, Oak, ;
walk would save some time."
After four innings of play, the score of 10-7.
— Was Marty Domres' Boston 4, New York 3; Detroit
est coach conceived in Carroll
-system of letting a hitter
Otis, KC, 71.
Unfortunately, says Feller,
score was tied 4-4 and remained
status as a regular passer in
RUNS BATTED4, Baltimore 3; Texas 5, OakAfter two innings of play, the
Rosenbloom's image.
stand up for the pitcher, then
as too much emphasis
there
berry, KC, 65; R.JAckS0n, Oak, tied until the sixth inning when score was tied 2-2. Wallace's
Baltimore only temporary?
There is, at long last, a new
land 0 as Jim Bibby pitched a
so.
do
both leagues should
these days on the dollars-and83.
one run. had a strong four inning with
Or can he fight off the imposstadium in Buffalo and brave,
As it stands now, the
no-hitter: Chicago 9. Minnesota
- ITS—D_May, Mil, 134; Mur- Calloway scored
cents side of baseball.
ing challenge of Bert Jones?
Bynum's came back in the sixth five runs scored. Wallace's
, NY, 130.
new coaches in Detroit and
1
designated hitter rule won't
DUBLES—Braun, Min, 22;
— Will John Had] find hapto score three runs to win the went scoreless the remainder of
Philly. There are more fans
apply in the 1973 World Se"There's too much talk by
Rodriguez, Det. 21.
piness with a pass-haapy ofand less tickets.
ries."
the game and held Bynum'S 10
.:•.:TRIPLES—Carew._AAirs,._ 6. game.
the club owners, the players
THE
fense in Los Angeles?
4e9gins, Bal, 7.
But most of all, for those
Carrying the big stick for only two more runs.
The greatest box office
much
too
attorneys,
their
and
R UNS —R.Jac kson ,
"HOME
Abe
Gitron
remain
Will
—
who have been starving for it
-gimmick," in Feller's view,
Calloway was Williams with
argument over contracts and
Jim Bogden slammed a home
Obk, 24. Mayberry, KC, 21.
stubborn, or will he move
since Januarag there is footwould be interleague play like
BASES—North, three hits. Hill had two safe hits run in the fourth inning for the
'STOLEN
salaries, too much dirty linen
Bobby Douglass out in favor
Oak, 35. Patek, KC, 2/.
ball
Football
again.
National
by
National
the
that
fostered
team.
winning
the
for
view,"
to
put out for the public
winners.
PITCHING (9 Decisions)—
of Gary Huff, the young passLeague training camps are
The second .game found
insists the hurler selected as
Football League.
Hunter, Oak, 15-3, 633, 3.32;
er from Florida State?
open in hamlets like HempIplittortf. KC, 13.5, .722, 3.31.
IS THE LARGEST
"A series between Cincinthe world's greatest living
Eaton's victorious over Parker— What's with the come;STRIKEOUTS—N.Ryan, Cal.
stead, N.Y., Rensselaer, Ind.,
A's
From
SELLING CIGAR
Resigns
1969
the
at
nati
pitcher
jumped
and
for
right-hand
Eaton's
13-1.
Cleveland,
examMcKenney
4.9. Singer, Cal, 160.
it
Is
—
Greg
Cook?
of
back
_ IN THE WORLD
and Hattiesburg, Miss.
ple, would really draw big,"
Baseball Centennial
on the lead from the start of the
NATIONAL LEAGUE
of
a
or
figment
legitimate
CorOAKLAND I AP — Tom
So dust off the armchairs
BATTING (250 at bats )--says the man who pitched the
•'The fans are more intergame and was never threatened
Cincinnati's imagination?
Rose, Cin, 330; Watson, Hen,
win. 30, resigned Monday as first major league opening
and stock the refrigerators.
good the players
how
in
ested
Parkeropponents.
their
by
.330
Can Terry Bradshaw setsecretary of the Oak- day no-hit game against the
The first TV games are dead
91; McKenney's one run came in traveling
SF,
are, not what their financial
R U NS - - Bonds.
tle down enough to take the
ahead. land Athletics and was replaced
Evans, Ati, 75
problems
Chicago
psychological
in
White
Sox
1946.
and
Pittsburgh Steelers to the SuRUNS BATTED IN—Stargell, the fifth inning.
As usual,the questions have
by Jim Bank, 23, of Tuscaloosa,
"The Chicago Cubs and
are."
Pgh, 77. Bench, Cm, 77. .
. In the second half of a double
per Bowl?
since
ever
stockpiling
anbeen
club
baseball
the
Ala.,
White Sox would fill the
HITS—Rose. Cr?, 140: Wat
header, Parker-McKenney,
— Will J. D. Roberts surAs for some of the towering
the
to
it
stuck
Dolphins
the
eon. Nth 131
nounced.
stands, too, and so would the
vive another year of insults
salaries reported being paid
t
' DOUBLES—Staub, NY, 26; defeated the Douglas All-Stars,
Redskins in Super Bowl VII.
native of Gary, Los Angeles Dodgers and the
a
Corwin,
Cardenai, Chi, TS
along Bourbon Street?
to the superstars, Feller says
15-11. The game remained close
Here are just a few that
Ind. had been traveling secre- California Angels.
. TRIPLES—Metzger, Mtn, 13;
most of them are puffed up
— Can Bubba Smith and Joe
until the fifth inning when
should keep summer converMatthews, SF, 9
-These interleague series
tary' for 4'2 years and prior to
with stock and other fringe
settle their differThomas
; HOME RUNS- Starge41, Pgh, Parker-McKenney scored four
sations
simmering.
the
in
one
or two each year perthat worked for a year
81. Evans, AtI, 29
ences and help the Colts climb
benefits to make the figure
runs. Douglas thep bounced
— Was that 17-0 a one shot
:STOLEN . BASES—Morgan.
i
club's public relations depart- haps -- would build up a big
back to contention?
look impressive.
thing or can Don Shula keep
back strong in the sixth to score
in, 39: Cedeno, NM, 37.
ment. He said he was resigning cross-town rivalry which alFrom where Feller sits,
' PITCHING (9 Decisions)— five runs but could not overremarkable streak
Miami's
ways
he
the
attracts
which
fans.
It
reasons
for personal
w itchell, Phi, 9.3. .750, 2.15r1
"there's no way" Atlanta's
,
PAM?
would be real box office. And I
Bingham, CM, 15-6, .714, 2:97. come their opponents.
declined to elaborate.
Hank Aaron can eclipse Babe
-7— Can Norm Van Brocklin
Wilson and Green each belted
'STR1KEouTscarlton, "Phi;
think it will come. The idea
recRuth's all-time home run
; Seaver, NY, 155. and Atlanta's intimidating
-hometwis for the losers.
I
ord of 714 this year.
new defense prove you don't
In the nightcap, Douglas was
-But he will be back next
ARBOR. M ich. defeated in the second half of
fiNN
really need a quarterback to
year, playing enough games
P11—Randy Logan of
win?
their double header with Eatons
at
chance
another
him
give
to
.. etroit was elected the moot
— How long will it be before
Douglas
12-7.
of
score
a
by
141uable rjplayet by Michigan's
the record," Feller predicts.
Sid Gillman replaces Bill
lead
the
with
game
the
darted
Tea
co-champion —
,Big
--That's good box office.
Peterson as head coach of the
,01 olverines-at the, end of the and held it 7-3 until the fifth.
Aaron may be around for sevOilers?
'I'172 fleawort. the first defensive' Inning when Eaton's tied up the
eral more years as a part— Is Kansas City primed for
:back to receive the honor.
score at 7-7.
time player, because the fans
one last run at the glory, or
great
hitters
those
like to see
are the Chiefs about to plumas long as they can connect
met to the depths of the Amerwith the long ball."
ican Football Conference
West?
— How will sensitive Roman Gabriel react now that
he's quarterbacking for the
cruelest fans in America'
— How many yards can
The Paris Country Club will
0. J. Simpson REALLY gain
sponsor an open tennis tournament beginning August 4 and
Vada Pinson Is Out
running through August 11.
ANAHEIM I.\11) - Starting
An entry fee of $10 will include
Vada Pinson is exoutfielder
golf
privileges
and
tennis
pool,
You'll save gas.
with green fees at the club pected to be out of the lineup
You'll save money.
five to seven days after sufferduring the tournament.
You'll be safer.
Trophies will be presented to ing a slight shoulder separathe California Angels anFor all your insurance needs, drive
the winners in each group of the tion,
nounced Monday.
slowly to your MFA Insurance office.
men's and women's singles.
The condition was diagnosed
Look to the Shield.
Checks should be made out to and treated after Pinson
the Paris Country Club
crashed into a wall during the
To enter the tournament, one first game of a- doubleheader
should give his name, address, Sunclayr.in Kansas Cltyf club
.
.
_phone number, tennis ex- --voltam= said.
perience and preferred playing
Pinson, 34, was hitting .363
E Main
thnes.
with seven borne runs and 39
•
- Al c“nd
.
WAY SACK WNEN---log feller, the Cleveland Indian flreballer of enother-.
RBI. The club said game
an and Itaaeball Hell of Fewer, holds up • photograph snapped In July,
Only the first 30 men and the
INSURANCE
will dictate which of
strategy
• 1935, when 16-year -old Sebbp was signed roan Indian contract. At left
EQUAL °1St" Phone 753-7921
enter
Main at 7th St LENDER
to
be
will
women
first 20
in photo is C.C. Slopnicka of the Indians and at right is Bobby's
several players will start in
father, who used to catch his son's schoolboy pitches outalds their
accepted.
home in Van Matas, Iowa.
Pinson's place
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Steve Carlton, Bob Boone arid
John McSherry teamed up to
help the Philadelphia Phillies
blank the Pittsburgh Pirates 1-

Jeff McGill Sets A
New Mark On Tour

-••••

Two Murray Girls Are
Winners At M

SPORTS UNLIMITED

•

Bob Feller urges
interleague play

QUESTIONS

Pro football is back

Major League
Leaders

Four Games Played In
Men's Softball League

Great
Imperial

KING
EDWARD

iti

We Want Your
Home Loan

Paris Country Club
To Host Net Tourney

SkOW.
OWN

Federpl Savings & Loan
Muritay Branch
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Ronnie Ross
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Simps
Abo
By FRED R(YTHENI
Associated _Press Sport
0.J. Simpson, recent':
ered from a viral infecti
has a case of early set

''I'm optimistic abi
corning season," said I
falo Bills' star runnin
"but of course you're
optimistic at this point.
But Simpson, who I
fered through four los
sons in Buffalo since 1
his football talents ea
the University of Southi
fornia, does have re.
think the Bills' football
are on the upswing.
think I can rush I
more yards this seas
last," said Simpson, th
leading rusher in 1972
251 yards and six touc
guys like
''With
McKenzie, Donnie Gr
Dave Foley ( member
Buffalo offensive line)
it's going to open tha
Monday Simpson tri
hospital uniform for a
uniform and suited up 1
practice session.
The Oakland Raid(
their annual trairaza
Family Day over the
and became one bii
family Monday after
al of tackle Bob Br(
wide receiver Fred Bil(
Brown reported to cs
day night Biletnikoff
receiver in the AFC Ia
with 58 receptions,
Friday after threatenir
out for more money.
In the only trade of
the Denver Bram*
receiver Matt Masks
foot-2, 21-pound s se(
man out of the Univers
Diego, to the Nlinnesot
for an undisclosed a
cash.
The San Francisco
a tight end but gaine
receiver when they rn

Austins
Tour

The brother and sis
Brent and Jill Austi
over the weekend a
Park in Paducah in
Democrat Tennis Ta
The Austins each
trophies for their w
work.
Both captured tl
pionship in the 15
singles and in the 15
doubles.
In the 18 and und
Miss Austin defaulted
Green of Mayfield 1
exhaustion. Miss A
played matches
separate events.
Brent lost in straa
the 18 and under sin
champion. Mark r
Princeton.
Miss Austin advar
finals of the singles in
under division by

BOWLII
STAN DII

Thursday Mor,
Ladies Leaq

Team
Daisies
Ding-A Linos
Rockets
Superstars
Hail Stormers
GO Getters
High Team Gar
Rockets
Ding A Lings
High Team Gant
Rockets
Ding.A-1.ings
Nigh Team Sark
Rockets
Ding A Lings
High Team Berk
Rockets'
Ding A Lings
High Individual G
Norma Robertson
Norma Hale
High Individual G.
Norma Robertson
Bonnie Hale
High Individual Si
Norma Robertson
NiIncy Todd
High Individual Si
Norma Rottertstin
Nancy Todd
Top Avera
Norma Croblecon

Lindkpirav
Ethelene McCallon
Bonnie Hale
NancV Todd
Anna Owen
Mary Harris
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Simpson Is Optimistic
About Coming Season

Storey's And Cards
Win 1-Ball Games

Former Cardinal Bibby
No-Hits Oakland Monday

Two exciting ball games were
played Saturday morning in the
T-Ball League games.
The first game found Storey's
edging by Spann Realty 32-21.
Spann Realty was ahead for
the major portion of the game
until Storey's came back strong
By BRUCE LOWM'
ip the fifth ,and sixth innings to Associated Stress Sports Writer
score a total of 14 runs."Things are looking up now,"
Al Wells slammed a home run said Jim Bibby. The Texas
for Spann Realty.
Rangers' pitcher couldn't have
In another close and exciting been any more "up" against
game, the Cards slipped by the Oakland.
Cubs 14-13.
-4- --He had his fastball up, down
The Cubs held the lead for and everywhere else—within
four innings until the Cards the strike zone, that is—and
scored four runs in the fifth had the world champion A's
.
inning to win the game.
flailing away helplessly
And when the flailing ended
Monday night, Bibby had 13

In the rest of the American
eran Dick Witcher back to his back Karl Kassulke made some
and an expert in the no-hit deBy FRED ROTHENBERG
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g
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Bob Short, in a moment of exutight end Ted Kwal- ban St. Louis Park said.
slam home run New York Yankees 4-3 and the
has a case of early season op- backup for
berance that seemingly ignored roughs' grandKasr
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to
wide
receive
man
year,
last
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•
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Rangers' brief history Monday got a $5.1100 raise from his big Angels last season. while Bibby
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for Detroit Lions.
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anditos Takes-Pair Of-Wins In League Action

Several games were played
over the weekend in the
Women's Softball League.
In Friday night games,
Burger Chef defeated W.O.W.
11-8. Burger Chef then turned
around and downed Bank of
Murray 9-3.
The third game found Hutson
victorious over Dexter after
nine innings of play 11-5. At the
bottom of the seventh, the score
was tied 5-5. Hutson came back
strong in the ninth to win

around and received their first
victory of the season by
defeating Burger Chef 7-2.
Kelley's doubled their score
over Brandy Bunch
Kelley's doubled their score
over Brady Bunch by defeating
them 12-6. Brady Bunch held a
4-1 lead over Kelley's for three
innings.
Kelley's strong inning came
in the fourth with five runs
scored and then again in the
seventh with five more runs
scored to clinch the win.
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Banditos runs were scored in the Orphans.
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the Peoples Bank
L. Rudolph and J. Outland
scored in the,sixth inning.
hosnenui for ,the
bad
-em-inSaturday night gimes
cluded another victory for the
In the second game, Orphans
Banditos as they downed Bank downed Kelley's 11-10 to take
of Murray 8-7. over the lead for second place.
Bank of Murray then turned
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Sidewalks and Streets filled
with the Greatest Buys Ever!

Don't miss the fun and excitement
of these 2 Big Days!
Downtown and all .Shopping Centers in Murray are
participating in this Sidewalk Sale.
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More Than Talent Or Promotion
Needed To Make A Song A Hit

CIASSES IN swimming are being held from July 23 to August 3 at the Murray State University
pool, sponsored by the Calloway County 4-H Council. Members of the class are in the top photo and
members of the second class are in the bottom photo.
•

Coast GiantOpposes Boat
Night Travel

Swim Classes for Members
Of 4-H Club Being Held

Mark
The Calloway County 4-H Tremblay, Gail Tucker,
Winchester, Veronica West,
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Council is sponsoring a "Learn
Sharon Walker, Karen Walker,
U.S. Coast is still convinced to Swim" program for the
Kent Wilson, Donna Walker,
is
program
The
year.
that the riverboat Delta Queen second
Darlene Walker, Sheri Walter,
is unsafe for _overnight river being held nightly for two weeks
Herndon,
from July 23 to August 3. The Dennis West, Rose
travel.
and Ken
Coursey,
Charlotte
possible
made
is.
safety
program
A U.S. Coast Guard
expert told a Senate subcom- through the cooperatiee efforts Coursey.
Those enrolled in the second
mittee Monday that the old of the 4-H Council and Murray
include: Brent Brown, Jr.,
class
drybe
University.
should
State
paddlewheeler
Blakely, Carlton BumSheila
docked as far as overnight pasBoys and girls between the phis, Belkinda Bumphis, Grettis
senger travel goes.
age of 9 and 15 are enrolled in Bumphis, James Bumphis,
Rear Admiral William F. Rea
the program. Two sessions Timmy Coles, Gloria Cavitt,
III testified before a Senate
meet each week from 6:30 p.m. Glenda Eaker, Rodney Eaker,
commerce subcommittee in op7130 p.m. and another group Gary Eaker, Timothy Foster,
to
poaitian .to a proposal to give from 7:30 p.m. to alltion. •
Yvette Foster, Wanetta Foster,
the Cincinnati, Ohio based DelThose acting as instructors Scarlett Grimes, Rita Henta Queeri's five-year lease on
summer
include Ed Rudolph,
dricks, Mark Jackson, Lee
life. Thei*bcommittee is con
work-study student, Jimmy Jackson, Thomas Kendall,
sidering,T(Proposal to give the
Burkeen, Jim Davis, Renee
Sherry
Delta Otlecn an exemption from Sled& Andy Coles, Dianne Freddie Kirkland,
Lawrence, Michele McGehee,
Safety at"Sea laws that require
Harrison, Janet Usrey, and Kenneth Paschall, Alene
vessels carrying overnight pasRobin Bryant.
Paschall, Craig Perry, Michael
sengers to be made of steel or
Those enrolled in the first Randolph, Stacey Smith, David
other noncombustible mateclass include: David Adams, Thorn, Tina Todd, Carmen
rials
Allbritten, ' Carol Todd, Danny Todd, Gary Walls,
Joanne
Rea said the paddlewheeler,
Bynum, Bradley Vincent
Karen
Bynum,
Walls, Jennifer
made of wood, is an "unaccepBeach, Kathy Williams, Clayton Hendricks,
Carla
Bryan,
table risk in regard to fire safeBlack, Lisha Bucy, Tens Bucy, Kim Kendall, Be Reed, Gary
ty."
Cathy Sims, Willy Perry,Steven Reed,
Cleaver,
Tracy
Delta
the
granted
The House
Darnell, Tray Pem, Marylin Hendrix,
Regina
Crawford,
Queen the requested five-year
Fones, Debbie Fortner, Edna Wilson, Midnor Reed,
extension last week, and the Laura
Garland, Treasa Angela Carrol, Angela Marshal.
Tammy
follow
to
expected
is
Senate
Garland, Mike Harrison, Less
suit.
Jena Hoke, Mark HernSen. Marlow Cook, R-Ky., is Hoke,
Cornelia Jackson. Sherry
a co-sponsor of the extension don,
Miller, Ricky Miller, Kelly
bill in the Senate. He said the
Jill Raspberry,
Pritchard,
boat's owners. The Green Line,
have spent more than $500,000 Jeffrey Ramsey, Kim Starks, Federal State Market News
to make the boat safe and more Kim Smith, Laura Tremblay, Service July 31, 1973
Penny Tremblay, Richard Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
fire resistant.
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 817 Est. 700
Barrows and Gilts $2.00 higher
Sows $1.00 to $2.00 higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 56.75-57.25
US 2-3 200-240 lbs., 56.00-56.75
US 2-4 200-260 lbs., 55.25-56.00
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS industry pressure to lift the US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 54.75-55.25
The president of a large Mid- beef price ceiling would be re- Sowsra
western-Southern retail food sisted.
US 14 270-350 lbs., 48.50-49.50
Direct and indirect assaults US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 47.50-48.50
chain says the nation's supermarkets will run out of many on the beef price freeze were US 2-3 454650 lbs., 46.00-47.50
coming from inside and outside few down at 44.00
-cuts of meat by this weekend.
----- "The cattle simply are not the country.
Boars 35.00 to 41.00 few down at
The Iowa Cattlemen's Associ- 31.00.
being brought to market," Lyle
Everingham. president of Kro- ation claimed that Canadian
ger Co of Cincinnati. Ohio, said meat packers were circumMonday.
venting the freeze by purchasThe beef shortage has forced ing cattle in Iowa and NebrasKroger to lay off 400 workers in ka for processing in Canada
13 meat-processing plants, Ev- and resale in the United States.
According to the economics
Larry,Kallem. executive vice
eringham said. He predicted
department of McGraw-Hill
further layoffs unless the Phase president of the organization.
Publications Co., American
said Canadian packers cn
4 price ceiling on beef is lifted
industry plans a five per cent
meat
The federal :reeze on beef make a profit because
increase in research and deprices also was cited by a un- imports to the United States
velopment expenditures in
ion official in New York City were not affected by the price
1973 and a 23 per cent increase
beef.
"housewives
domestic
on
ceiling
that
who predicted
between 1973 and 1976.
In Seattle, meat packers
The total R&D budget of inof this city and this nation will
dustry will amount to $21.2
find there is little if any beef from a dozen Western states
billion in 1973 and $26 1 billion
and beef products W be bought charged on Monday in a federal
in 1976
anywhere" by the end of the suit against the Nixon administration that the freeze is disweek.
The ceilings are slated to re- criminatory.
Calling themselves, -scapemain on beef until Sept. 12
One food chain, Finast, post- goats." the meat packers
ed signs at meat counters ask- charged that many companies
ing customers to. be "a good will have to close or operate at
neighbor by buying only what a loss unless the beef freeze
you need so there will be ...ceiling is lifted.
According to a New Delhi
enough for everyone."
report, China is making a deal
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are free to persons
vide maintenance -and trainwere disputed-by the deputy di- all females,
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information
facilities for Pakistani
For
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for
ing.
of
Cost
rector of the federal
after five p.m.
crews, the report adds —
Living Council, who said, meat 753-0612

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Supermarkets May
Run Short On Meat

"I feel like with all the things I "I'm not hurting on any score
coming together...Wi_going to except getting the single and
LP thing back into perspective.
happen."
Orllison's career began com- I might add that I still sell uping apart at the seams in 1966 wards of a million records a
when his wife was killed on a year internationally."
In a nutshell, Orbison says
motorcycle outing with Roy.
Two years later, a fire took the he's "after an extension and
expansion of my career,"
lives of two of his three sons.
"That left me in not the best which began in Clovis, N.M., in
shape for a period of time," Or- the early 50s, moved to Membison said. "I can't tell you phis in the mid 50s and came to
when I would have been back Nashville several years later.
to normal-if I was ever normal.
"My career started like a lot
"Along with that was the that are beginning now," he
people
steady decline of MGM. One said, "where you have
year alone the company lost $26 who write their own material
and produce it like they want."
"It was a combination of MGM's decline, he said, put a
a
those factors," he said, which stop to that and with it came
zoomed him out of popularity void in promotion. Orbison was
virtually overnight. "I wouldn't one of the first American enterthe intersay that one outweighed the tainers to exploit
national market.
other."
"The Beatles and everyone
Orbison asserts that his drop
else saw the potential in other
in popularity has only been in
markets. But for me, it has alAmerica. Last year he drew
ways been a worldwide marcrowds of at least 20,000 in
places like England, Turkey, ket," he said.
"The times have caught with
China, Australia, Hawaii and
me," he grinned. "They sure
Canada. The grueling road tour
have.
lasted seven months.
"I'm not saying I was ahead
"I can be truthful .and not
of my time because I don't
egotistical," he said. "I'm bigger now than I was in the 60s. think I don't think it can be
looked at in those terms. But if
That is, in terms of drawing
power and personal appear- that's true, it's marvelous beances but not with record cause that's exactly the way I
wanted it."
sales."
Next year, Orbison will tour
It's record sales and domestic popularity which Orbison 20 major cities as well as travel abroad again.
has squarely set his sights on.
''The things we're recording
-Now, I'm very happily married and I have a beautiful new now are an attempt to get myson who's going to be three self back into the full swing of
soon. Everything's great. Ev- things," he said. The idea, he
erything's in good order. I have said, is "to project myself into
the songs."
a few real estate investments.

They find freedom
a lonely road
Editor's Note: This is the
last in a three-part series on
the special world of divorced
men.
By HELEN CALL
Copie,y News Service
"When I really get lonesome, I like to go out to a restaurant for breakfast and
have them burn the toast and
break the eggs and maybe I
kid the waitress about how
she ought to put curlers in her
hair."
Just something to bring
back to Rey Fackrell for a few
moments the happy companionship of marriage. Or was it
so happy?
Fackrell says his marriage
was no bed of roses and the
two years since his divorce
have been even thornier.
Fackrell never has a chance
to forget the bitterness of his
breakup.
One tangible reminder is
the more than $800 a month
child support he says he pays.
Fackrell is an art teacher in
a San Diego, Calif., high
school. Most of his working
life he has moonlighted — either to bring in more money
when he was married, or to
bring in more money now that
he's not. He still has financial
responsibilities for the four
boys, aged 8 to 13. Their
mother has custody.
Fackrell tries to forget the
past for a while and work toward the future, by heavy
dating. "I love to dance, but
when we were married I
never did. We were always
hung up with the children.
Now I go dancing pt least
twice a week."
- tetHe admits that-learning
be single again and getting
beck into dating was not easy.
He describes his first efforts
as awkward.

SEE US FOR
DETAILS!

a

In his 13 years of marriage,
Fackrell and his wife and
their children lived in -a
white, Anglo-Saxon neighborhood where a man is not allowed to fail. You have to
have an attractive wife, go to
church every Sunday, be in
the Cub Scout program, and
take a family vacation
whether you like it or not.
"It was an unnatural life, I
think. I like to spend time by
myself. There was no place to
do that but in the bathroom."
Now that he has a one-bedroom apartment all to himself
he calls it his Teahouse of the
August Moon, where he can
sit and watch the sun go down.
"I go there after school and
it gives me a chance to regroup. I think about what happened at school during the
day. And about whether I am
getting anywhere in life."
Fackrell keeps busy. He is
taking four night classes at
the University of California at
San Diego, hoping to get a
credential in counseling.

1-Year Certificates
11,000 Mini-mum 2 Year Certificates
/
21
10,000 Minimum

SEE US FOR
DETAILS!

According to Federal Regulations, ExiOng Certificates
Must Be Held To Maturity At Present Rates Of Interest

* EARN MORE -DEPOSIT NOW *
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Skunk!

But now, he says confidently, "I have three or four different little techniques I use.
"People are always putting
labels on you, so maybe at
first, I might say I'm a shoe
salesman instead of an art
teac-her--Anything to avoid being .
labeled. Fackrell doesn't like
labels. He doesn't like the impersonality of stereotyped
everyday contacts with people. He reacts violently to the
computerized business world.
It is a minor triumph when he
can get a date out of the progratnmed voice at the telephoe company.
At 42, Fackrell is striving
hard to find his niche in the
world. One of the first things
he did was to let his hair grow
long and grow a beard.

ANNOUNCES HIGHER RATES
TO SAVERS

2-Year Certificates
5,000 Minimum
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Down C

The Nashville Sound.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP —
Rol Orbison, the shaded. sleek
singer who pioneered best-ballads during the 1960s but whose
career nose-dived because of
personal tragedy and poor promotion, is trying a comeback.
Claiming that his mellow
voice is reloaded with better
range and more emotion, the
37-year-old former idol of teenagers has just completed three
new albums and six singles.
Orbison says he's now writing'
to the point of "exhaustion"
andla gunning for a rcborn Career. to rival the one that
spewed out such hits as "Pretty
Woman," "Only the Lonely,"
"I'fn
- Crying," and "Running
Scared."
In an interview at his $500,000
lakeside home in nearby Herldersonville, Orbison spoke of
his new ventw-e.
-The nucleus is still exactly
the same and the end result
will be the same," he said of
his new material. "There won't
be a concerted effort to go
country or pop. It'll be me in
other words.
"I've sold over 30 million
records and I need to sell about
30 million more," he said in a
confident voice. "I don't have
an Enuny, an Oscar or a
Grammy. 'Mae are some of
my goals.
"I never set a time limit because it's going to happen. I
know I'll be on the charts and
doing the big shows within 12
months.
"I don't say that boastfully.
I've told people before when I
cut songs whether they'd be a
hit and I'm almost always
right.

f.”

Federal Savings & Loan
7th & Main

Phone 753-7921
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n Concord Way .. .

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES -munity, but his only daughter
and her family live in Michigan,
so he's undecided.
The Robert Hicks family of
Michigan is enjoying boating
back here.
reunion of Murray High School and fishing
Hospital. We are so sorry.
Robert never fished in
here.
es
while
graduat
nd
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Splcela
County as a boy, It once
Lloyd expects to retire from Stewart
in
of Dearborn, Mich., are
red almost unconside
was
Mrs. teaching in Michigan next year
where
Calloway
forgiveable to waste time thus.
his
to
return
to
like
and
would
Spiceland, formerly Lucile
His mother, Mrs. Nancy Hicks,
Harris, looks forward to a class farm in the New Hope corn-

Skunks Bedded Under The Kingins' House; Way Sought For Removal
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By Estelle Spiceland
July IS, 1973
Your editor always seems to
to an animal lover, a bird
watcher, and a good cook, so it's
the animal lover, my neighbor
Billy Kingins, hopes to get help
from.
a family of skunks,
arid" all; bedded
gr
under his house. Perhaps they
wintered there. Anyway they
have been there long enough
that the skunk babies come out
and play with the dogs.
Unless some kind person can
call the Kingins 4364622 and
suggest some delicate way of
removing the skunks, the
Kingins family, as the weather
gets hotter and odors grow
stronger, may have to leave.
Billy is mail carrier and Mrs.
Kingins is assistant post

hasrents

mistress at Concord. We need
them.
Thus far people are protecting their gardens from ground
hogs by hanging shiny, jingling
pans on posts in the gardens,
but we are in constant dread the
sharp creatures will dare.
Tragedy has struck the
Lasaiterfssndy, enee residents on the Concord hill.
While the Homer Lassiters of
North Carolina and Oury
Lassiters of LouisvWe were in
Calloway to visit their sister,
Mrs. Laura Jennings of Murray
and to enjoy a class reunion at
Hall McCui.ston's and a Lovett
family reunion at the park, Mrs.
Oury Lassiter ( Dortha 1 suffered a stroke while spending
the night at Mrs. Jennings.'
She lies unconscious at this
writing at Paducah Baptist

New Health Service Director
To Begin Duties at University
Dr. Charles I.. Yarbrough, a
physician and surgeon from
Cairo, Ill., will begin new duties
at Murray State University
Sept. 1 as director of health
services and campus physician.
His appointment was an- 0. Lane,
nounced by Norman
diein of student affairs, who
said the university board of
regents authorized the action in
a meeting last weekend.
"Murray State is extremely
fortunate to find a physician, of
such high capability who 'Is
willing to come to the campus to
provide medical attention for
the campus community," Lane
added.
Yarbrough, a native of
Murray, has been on the staNif
St. Mary's Hospital in Cairo. He
Dr. Charles L Yarbrough
has served as president,
secretary and treasurer of the during World War II in both the
staff and as chief of surgery and African and European Theaters
chief of obstetrics and of Operation.
Active in community affairs
gynecology.
Cairo in past years, he hes
in
He will fills vacancy left by
on the city bowl
served
the death of Dr. William education, the board of the
had
who
Savage,
Mountjoy
Alexander County Tuberculosis
served as the university Sanitarium, the Alexander
physician about a year before Pulaski
Healt
County
he died May 23.
and the Tr -County
ment
Depart
To hold the rank of associate
Health Department.
professor, Yarbrough will head
Yarbrough has professional
a staff of five full-time
on as a Fellow of the
affiliati
registered nurses and a fullCollege of Surgeons
an
Americ
time secretary, along with some
t of the American
a
Diploma
as
part-tune student employees.
of Abdominal Surgery
Board
the
Mrs. Ann Ingle, R.N., heads
ship in th
nursing staff that will assist and member
County Medics
der
Alexan
Yarbrough in providing health Society, Dlinois State Medical
service in the 30-bed infirmary
Society and the America
on a 24-hour-a.day, seven-day Medical Association.
week basis.
He and his wife, Doris, are the
A graduate of the Washington
of two sons and a
parents
University School of Medicine, daughter—Stephen Lee Ya
Yarbrough did undergraduate brough, a Murray investment
work at Southern Illinois
broker who earned the master
University and the University of degree at Murray State; Ken
Illinois. He did his internship Lee Yarbrough, a senior at
and surgical residency at St.
University of Denver School of
Luke's Hospital in St. Louis.
Law; and Mrs. Susan Yar
He served with the 36th In- brough Powers, a graduate
fantry Division and Washington student at Memphis State
University General Hospital University.
Mrs. Yarbrough attended the
University of Illinois where her
major was physical education

LOSE WEIGHT
MONEY BACK
OR
The Odrinex Plan can help you

become the slim trim person that you
would like to be. Odriner has been used
successfully by thousands all over the
country for 14 years. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer.
Odrinex is a tiny tablet and easily
swallowed.Contains no dangerous drugs
No starving. No special exercises
Odrinex Plan costs $3.25 and the huge
economy size $5.25.
You must lose ugly fat Or your
money will be refunded No questions
asked. Accept no substitutes Sold with
this guarantee by

Central Shopping Center

is recuperating at Murray from
her second broken hip.
The Guy Lovins' conducted us
on a neighborhood tour one
Sunday of new developments
around.
We visited the lake side home
being built by Ruble Thurman,
Boyce McCuiston and others for
Galen Thurman, furniture
dealer of Murray.

The lake view from Galen's
antique brick home is breath
taking, but instead of being in
sight of his former home place,
Brandon's Mill,the T.V.A. has a
a park just across the lake
where crowds gather.
The Bu-Mac Boys singing ins
Memphis church last week saw
in the audience the Gilmer
McClures of Memphis. Gilmer

and Grayson are brothers.
Rainey Lovins and Herbert
McClure attended tractor
pulling contests at Union City
last week.
Those who conduct Murray
Fairs are to be commended.
Products from the farms
displayed should make us sing,
"Praise God from whom all
blessings flow."

Free
Feigiclaire
Automatic
Ice Maker.
Get an Automatic Ice Maker free when you buy
either of these popular size Frigidaire refrigerators!
Naturally, plumbing installation is extra.
Supply limited.

Power twakes oper
with engine off
Power brakes use vac
produced by the engine to r
duce the amount of foot pr
sure needed to apply them
causing some worry that pow
en brakes can't be used if th
engine isn't running.
Even after the engine has
stopped, a reserve supply of
vacuum remains for a short
time, and even when thisreserve has been used up, the
brakes can be applied though
it takes greater foot pressure.

Fast Print Copy Center
Gl
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTiN
SERVICES, INC.
NG
PRINTI
STER
WINCHE
A DIVISION OF

WHILE-YOU -WAIT
PRINTING AND

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Camera Ready Copy Only.

DUPLICATING

FPC13-170TU
Maker,
Get the convenience of an Automatic Ice
Frost100%
new,
this
e
purchas
you
free, when
.
Proof 17.0 cu. ft Frigidaire refrigerator-freezer
You pay only plumbing installation charge. Up
. In
top, you:II find a roomy 4.75 Cu. ft. freezer
Flowing
large
a
,
there's
section
ator
the refriger
the
Cold Meat Tender, twin Hydrators, and
ver
convenience of three fully-adjustable cantile
shelves.

FPCI3-152TA1J
Now, you can get a dependable Automatic Ice
Maker free with the purchase of this new 100%
rFrost-Proof 15.2 cu. ft. Frigidaire ref rigerato
od
teakwo
of
beauty
the
there's
freezer. Inside,
contrim and distinctive smoked onyx plus the
venience of three fully-adjustable cantilever
shelves and twin vegetable-crisping Hydrators.
Big 4.75 cu. ft. freezer.

Hurry! Offer ends August 31!

Phone
753-1713
_
50441 MAIN STREET — PHONE 7113.4011t
Mt/IMMO% KENTUCKY !tern
'101111.
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IT'S EASY

WANT-ADS

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

Just Dial A
FrienAddly4iEsoxrpeartienced
MUSIC

Crossword Puzzle

Ansorgi, 10 V•s1WCIO, 11 Putt*

ma

3 Part
4 Barracuda
5 Equality
Mali sheep
6 Heal
• Mesta-7 Nerve network
a p4,0,..o
8 Supercitious
•
12 Exist
persons
13 Communion
9 Climbing palm
plate
Mature
10
by
14 7.me gone
11 ConiunctiOn
15 Deal seLrelly
16 Stroke
17 Seesaw
Powerful pot18
19 Flying mammal
ion
20 Charge the ac20 One who
count ot
treats teeth
21 Let it stand
45 Genus of
33 Faroe Islands
21 Glisten
21 C grnpasS
maples
whir/wind
22 Singing voice
isothl
46 Headgear
on
Walks
36
23 Clan
24 Look %wady
47 Hasten
38 Surgical
25 Renovate
27 Pronoun
48 Beverage
threads
26 Pitchers
49 Inlet
28 8464II,
40 hinder
50 Secret agent
28 Pronoun
73 Again
seed
Fruit
53 Supposing
42
29 Fero'
31 PrepOsittor
that
44 G se up
Prophets
32 Portion
34 Compass
W II
i *V9
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1
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ESTATE
AUCTION
AURORA, KY. 474-2717
LILE REAL

Here's your chance for top pay, top benefits, and steady
work. If you have one of the following skills, there are
immediate openings at the Breckinridge Job Corps
- --Center.
heavy equipment mechanic instructors, drivers, heavy
equipment operator instructors, security patrolman,
general utility --food service, maintenance mechanic,
maintenence laborer, custodian, nurse's aide, secretary,
academic instructors, recreation instructors, dormitory
attendants-night shift or weekends. •
Excellent benefit plan and advancement opportunities
Apply at personnel office, Breckinridge Job Corps
("eater, Merganfield, Ky., or phone 502-389-2419 ext. 24L
An equal opportunity employer.

$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per 4,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1
month will buy a large wooded lot
'at Keniana Shores. take accesscentral water-all weather
YOUNG MAN Ti) SERVE APPRENTICESHIP AS COOK
streets. Phone 436-2473 or 436AND KITCHEN MANAGER. SOME EXPERIENCEI
August9NC
5320.
PREFERRED. EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR
PERSON WILLING TO LEARN. GOOD STARTING PAY.
BY OWNER: beautiful shady lot
FAST ADVANCEMENT MUST BE NEAT APPEARING
.100' x 253', beside park, Sharp
Street. Ready for quality home.
AND HAVE GOOD REFERENCES.
Phone I 60R) 549-2494. August27NC
ORDER COOK AND
ALSO NEED FULL TIME SHORT
GOOD
OPERATOR.
MACHINE
DISH
TIME
PART
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
WORKING CONDITIONS. NO PHONE CALLS. APPLY
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
kitchen and living area, breakfast bar, fireplace, central heat
and air, boat dock, large patio.
A3C
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5674.

Help Wanted

onr basement...or
Clean out your garage,or your attic Ci-yyour son's room ..and make money doing it! With a
Ledger & Times Want-Ad.

:
:•ek
.4.4.4

ei..

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

FOR SALE

2 bedroom Mobile Home I X 42
Large Lot Only $4,000

gin

x.?..
11111211Fiiii:iliffilliNW urn
ank 11110.04' Elk" 555
!.!•:.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

au

ova:

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

3
(to
14`( CON T I CAN'T 60
1-14‹,AAR.114IM41Z
YOU 60
BE
SECIO5E
ALL ALLNE

Kota?!

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM

Colonial House Smorgasbord

BEATLE BAILEY

someone I:
wholt,soon
celebrate a
birthday?

NANCY
MATCHING
NOW
THERE'S A
HOBO WITH

LUGGAGE

CLASS

411.
•-/P7Pr"eao-

LIU ABNER
-ANI'AFI'M GONNA IIIAT
KALF1401-41- EVERY
HOOMIN DEAN IN THE.USA,
TO SHOW MAMMON'S.FO'
THIS U'L GRE-F-N
LEFT-WINGER!!

MUSIC
PIANO TUNING -Repair
rebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753- TFC
E11. -

SPECIALIST IN THE CARE OF VW CARS
TUNE-UPS AND ENGINE WORK A SPECIALTY

No. 4th

St.

at Pine-Murray,Ky. 42021
- --

?i: The Ledger •
raii
:11
liti
Times s
&
-:
...
;:c.
F....40C:4!..*:.**.:4!:.*::#7.4:.::-0

•

Phone 7537515
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
-LOANS, AVAILABLE . for any
purpose, $20,000.00 up to any
amount.Call Mr. Hensley 815-2471152."
klIP
PA RTTIM E:
ROUTE WORK
Established territory, start
work immediately, must
have a reliable automobile,
highway accounts.
Need one person for one
full day each week-650.00
minimum
day,
per
guaranteed. Call 753-5986,
Tuesday or Wednesday,
July 31 or Aug. 1. Mr.
Holbrook.

'A

FURNISHED APARTMENTattractive. Near campus. Couple
preferred. $85.00 per month. No
children and no pets. Phone 753J31C
1817.

LARGE BRICK ranch home,
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen, .
wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
1,-.2 blocks from campus. AtDRESS MAKING and alterations THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture tractive terms available to
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main, couple who will manage, six
Oti in my home. Phone 436August21C next to the Dairy Queen. Phone rental rooms in rear of building
5525.
753-4240.
August24C 1626 Hamilton, Phone 4365479.
August9C
&
PLUMBING
H
SCARBOROUG
.1% Send them greetings M
;
Electric Complete pump repair FOR ALL your additions
with a Happy Ad in FA service. Let us check your' old remodeling, residential or TWO BEDROOM brick home,
pump for you before you buy a commercial. New or old. Free
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
OW Classified Section' new one. 24 hour emergency
TFC range. Attached garage and city
estimates. Call 753-6123.
service. Phone 753-water. Nice country home with
August21C
5543.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. garden for couple Only. Located 9
Just call
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC miles north of Murray on HighADVERTISE'! HANNA Sign
41••
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone
753-1916
;
Street.
4th
South
607
Company,
ij
JERRY'S REFINISHING & 436-5479,
.41••
August9C
August7C Custom BUM Furniture, 6 miles
Phone 753-8346
tO place your ad*
_South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
WASHING. Ex- Jerry McCoy, owner (502) 492- EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
WINDOW
perienced. Very reasonable 8837.
TFC boys, just off campus. Phone 492A2C
prices Phone 767-2352, Mr.
8225.
August9C
Thompson.
-Papering -Painting S' PRIVATE ROOMS for boys or
-Canvasing
men. Has kitchen facilities,
WILL KEEP elderly person in
FREE ESTIMATES
-Central heat and air, private
our home. See Mr. and Mrs M. F.
BIB iteoglitse
entrance. Phone 436Henson,206 Elrn Street. J31NC
7$3.4811
August9C
5479.
WASHING,
WINDOW
professional, liscensed and inTIMBER-LODGE on TennTWO BEDROOM 12'x60' trailer
sured service. Commercial and
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
with extension. Air conditioned,
residential. Phone Handyman 1Tennessee, will build complete
A2C
water furnished. Couple or two
554-4226,free estimate.
at
only
fireplaces, starting
boys preferred. Phone 753$695.00. Selection of stones
0957.
A2C
available.
Satisfaction
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt ahd guaranteed. Phone 901433TFC FOUR ROOM house with bath.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or 3534.
.SERVICES OFFERED
Small pasture.Phone 753TFC
354-8161, after 5.00 p.m.
TIMBEA-.4.0DGE at .Tenn- 1400.
REPAIR Servtre.
phanbtng_eteetrteal_rooftntt and L:ARPETS PROFESSIONALLY Tucky lake,Route 1,keingyille,
Tennessee will do your stone FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished.
carpentry. phone 753_5897 days or steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
work. Large selections of stone. Phone 753-3864 or 753-6944.
489-2504.
TFC
A2C
Master
TEC
753-7825 nights
'Phone 901-593-3534.
TFC
DON PAGE
753.0223

•
•
•

Accordion
Lessons

SERVICES OFFERED
RESPONSIBLE
WANTED
LARGE RESIDENTIAL or
FOR RENT
person to baby-sit days, apcommercial lot on Keniana
for
finish carpenter. proidmately 15 hours a week
Drive, also lake view lots. Phone ROY HARMON
J31P Houses trimmed -cabinets- one year old, beginning August TWO BEDROOM furnished
436-5582.
A2P apartment, carpeted, air conformica tops-doors-remodeling 20. Phone 753408.
7.
specialist. Quality workmanship.
ditioned, couples or teachers
- -brick Phone 753-0790.
Augustl1NC
THREE BEDROOM
J31C
only. Phone 753-2898.
could
who
men
FOUR
WANTED
veneer house, near downtown, or
hours
20
use $87.50 average for
will take trade. Phone 753HEARING Ideal job for college student. See NICE ONE bedroom furnished
A
1408
HAVING
Mr. Golf, Regal 8, 3:00 p.m. or aprtment, air conditioned, all
September_ 4P
PROBLEM?
8:30 p.m. sharp, Wednesday, electric. Adjacent-to-uuMrsit3!
A6C campus. CoupIes on.Ptione 753THREE BEDROOM brick house, Fir free hearing test and August 1.
A2C
3805.
carpet throughout, central heat eanaaliatiou call 7534632.
NATIONAL COMPANY needs
and air, garage. Five miles north
lady to do telephone survery FURNISHED OR unfurnished
of Murray. Phone 753-5639. A13C
house. Two bedroom ranch with
Rh R ASPHALT Paving. Quality work from her home. Must have
attached garage, wall air conLARGE SHADY lot, located work guaranteed. Business and private line Reply giving age
ditioner, large utility room.
corner of Lynn Grove Highway residential. Free estimates. and phone number. to P.O. Box
A1C Walking distance to university
and Johnny Robertson Road, Phone day or night Mayfield 247- 442, Fulton, Ky. 42041.
and grade school. Phone 753TFC
Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430 7201.
.131C
4661
ED
EXPERIENC
A2C
WANTED
nights.
for
WILL DO trash and brush sewing machine operators
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone evening shift, 4:00 to 8:00. Please LAKE FRONT two bedroom
70 ACRES of top land, Highway
TFC apply to Sager Glove Cor- house, furnished, $90.00 per
753-6130.
94 west. Also small farm, three
poration, 415 South 4th Street, month. Available August 10
bedroom brick, well and good
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Murray, between 1:00 and 3:30 Phone 753-2250 after 4:00
improvement. Phone 435A3C
A2C p.m.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC p.m.
A2C
3173.
WANTED BABY-SITTER who FURNISHED APARTMENT,
in WILL DO barn painting and will do light housework, 7:30-3:30, two bedrooms, air conditioned
LAKEVIEW-DUPLEX
0I
:111
commercial spraying. 3
Keniana Shores, extra large lot.
Monday through Friday. Must Married couples preferred. 408
J31P roofs a speciality. Phone 7
Phone 753Phone 436-5582.
August 13C have car. Must provide North 8th Street.
or 382-2299
J31P
references. Phone 753-7553. A2P 4607.
COUN'IRY LOTS; trees, water,
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
SEWING SKILLS required. FOUR ROOM apartment, undry after rams. $3500.00. Phone KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
furnished, 505 Vine. Phone 753AugusUlC Control, Phone 753-3914 100 South Apply in person only Big
Sam Harris 753-8061
J31C
4845.
13th Street, "Every day you Cleaners. Central Shopping
A1C
Center
delay lets bugs have their
TFC
way."
TWO BEDROOM furnished
cottage on Kentucky LakeSERVICES. OFFERED
private bay. By week through
August. Boat slip or free anchor
included. Phone 436-5459 after
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
WIN MN WWI
J31P
7:00p.m.

THE DOCTOR
1400/ CAN YOU
TAKE ME OUT
WI4EN YOU
KF! FOg
A WI4OLE
MONTH
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Sell it With A Classified Ad

NOTICE

-Repair
expert sernee. Rebuilt
W. Dyer,
Phone 753TFC

800
- COME ONE... COME ALL!! -

•
•
•
•

ANYONE CAN ENTER THIS TOURNAMENT

•
•

•
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HITUNITY

LE .for any
up to any
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ilE
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GROW UP TO

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
gutters, installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
TFC
estimate

Love- Nana 8 Papa

m furnished
ditioned, all
to university
'yy Phone 753A2C

has purchased Hazel Tire Service at Hazel, Ky.,
and now has a man on duty to do your service
work.
We are now an
Official inspection Station.

unfurnished
n ranch with
wall air contility room.
to university
Phone 753.131C

NECK TIES

PANTS
$69

\:
\
•
SPORT
•
WALKING
•
•
•
•

SHORTS
$25°

First Greeter Western Kentucky

eques Show A? Sale
Paducah, Kentucky

WANT TO BUY
WANTED REGISTERED male
WANT TO BUY used wheel chair. persian to breed with registered
Phone 753-2988, after 5:00
persian female. Phone 753A2C 1345.
A2C
p.m.

Double Knit

SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere
lawn and garden tractor with
number 48 mower. Regular
$1965.00. Through July or while
supply lasts $1695.00. Murray
AugustaC
Supply, 753-3361.

HERBERT UNDERWOOD
Happy Birthday
Chrysfa Enix

All

FOR SALE

•

DOUBLE KNIT
SPORT COATS
$2699

$1 99
FOR SALE

One Rack

One Rack\

Tn.
IPA.
0 Ifni IF/ Unitel

fiti•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• seamless

furnished
air conor teachers
J31C

One Rack

•
•
•

•
•
• SVC-5
•
•
HE DOESN'T EVER
• II I HOPE BE PRESI DENT "

N.-0-T -I-C -E

753-1916
FOR SALE

CABANA CLUB CONVENTION CENTER

If You

Miss Your Paper:

2045 Beltline Highway

Please Phone
Your

August 3, 4, 5, 1973
- 1000 p.m. ,
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

•

All Other Merchandise

20% Off
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ETTE LANEPhone
RV
CO
•
Main Street

Happy Ad

Call
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The sign-up list will be ready for the Fall
and Winter Leagues. All those wanting to
bowl in this league, please come and sign up.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
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Southside Shopping Center
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in a green
WANT TO BUY good set used WILL THE person
car who hit the 1972 yellow
HORSE OR cattle racks, 52" SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
ladies golf clubs. Phone 75314 RUNABOUT-1915; Z H.P.
A3C Chrysler in Northside IGA
gates, solid oak4H.P. riding mower,$206.95, B &
0509.
AIIC high with double
motor. Phone 753-7254.
Parking Lot at 5:30 p.m.
standards with top rail. Phone S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start
call Ben
A2C riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
753-2213.
WANT TO BUY good used Dunk Saturday, July 28, please
give reward
VISIT ME at the sidewalk sale,
&S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway
bed. Also used deep freeze. Phone Nix, 753-1372. Will
If No Results:
August 3, in front of Beth's.
September 4C
J31C for any person who witnessed
68, Benton, Ky.
753-3930 after 5:00p.m.
$1.25
on
Admissi
Aug 2C
There will be some surprises. PORTABLE DISHWASHER
accident.
Phone
A2NC
,Gerald Waldrop.
G.E., French provincial living SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
WANT TO BUY children's size
Moody
Mr.
Phone
room suite, in excellent con- Armstrong large truck tires.
chair.
wheei
FOR RENT OR LEASE
AlC
white First line:
dition. ARC registered
753-1854,
p.m.,
5:00
Before
ARC REGISTERED apricot toy poodle. Phone 753-1380.
A2C 825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14
FARM HOME, modern, partly
poodles, 7 weeks old. Phone 753Then
WANT TO BUY three or four furnished. On Utterback Road,
A2C
1329 after 12:00 noon.
bedroom house in or near city two blocks from Captains KitPORTABLE CHORD organ, like 900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
and
p.m.
5:30
After
5
August
Murray
A2C 1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
in
by:
be
ed
limits. Will
Sponsor
new. Phone 474-2757.
chen, off 641, one mile from
TWO USED 26" bicycles or
through August 17. Write P.O. Murray. $100.00 per month.
1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
Until 6:30 p.m.
A2C
frames. Phone 753-3713.
Box 128, Jackson,Ohio
A2C
LOSE WEIGHT, with New Shape Armstrongs best highway tread
Phone 492-8452.
August1C
45640.
Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills. truck tire.
BABY BED,just like new. Phone Say-Rite Drug.
ITC 825 x 20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
1,0ST & FOUND
ITC
7534620.
900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
WE HAVE a request for 5 to 25
aluminum Jon
LOST MAN'S wedding ring, KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
''Thundercraft" 1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00 •
UT
TA
RUNABO
OUACIB
14'
16'
house.
a
ii
x
or
without
12'
with
acres
or rent
REFRIGERATOR, with 70 H.P. Chrysler motor, on 1000 x 22,12 ply $70.22 + $9.98
motor, NORGE
W. to D.L.H.,8- Control, phone 753-3914,100 South MUST SELL
Family wnats a three or four inscription"C.A.
heat boat, 10 H.P. Johnson
A2C
Phone 753-6173.
day you delay mobile home with central
18'
$25.00.
"every
753-6740.
$300.80.
Street,
call
13th
If
found
trailer,
8-70."
Line
Moody tilt away trailer. All Armstrongs Best traction type
Paris
bedroom brick, two story, from 5
and air. Double insulated, and
Aug4C
way."
J31NC
rebuilt,
their
have
ly
bugs
lets
complete
boat,
Reward.
equipment. Used ap- truck tires.
Pontoon
safety
schools.
city
nice.
old,
.
Very
years
to 15
storm windows
with ANTIQUES: FURNITURE and proximately 15 hours.. A real 825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 + $7.25
filled
s
pontoon
steel
four
Family desires three to
Willing to sacrifice. See at
$500.00. Phone 753- glassware. 516 South llth Street. bargain at $1895.00. Phone 753- 900 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
LEGAL NOTICE
ORR ELEC 1 RIC, electric motor Riviera Courts.
August1C styrofoam,
bedrooms, dining room, family
A6C
J31NC Phone 753-3796.
A2P 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
Concord
New
sale.
5:00p.m.
repair and
5663.
9349 after
room, in or out of city.
August9(
753-8114.
phone
BIDS
FOR
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
Road,
ION
INVITAT
liveable
20 to 50 acres with
1972-14' BOSTON Whaler boat
GRAIN BINS. Before you buy a T.V. ANTENNA with rotor and 825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
Notice is hereby given that the
house needed for retiring couple
with trolling motor, 40 H.P. SALE THOMAS A. Edison air drying bin, compare GSI's
pole, $60.00. Phone 753-6790 900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
If you have any of the above Fiscal Court of Calloway
Johnson motor and Paris Line conditioners. 10,000 BTU,$184.25. standard features, then compare
mornings or after 5:00p.m. A2C 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
SALE
the
FOR
on
bids
accept
will
County
contact
J31C 17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales,
described property
trailer. Phone 436-7245.
Heaviest gauges of steel
prices.
until
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
below
d
Wilson Real Estate. 753-3263 or item mentione
Highway 68, Benton, Kenused throughout. The Grain 1973 YAMAHA-350. Less than two Ky.
September 4C
C
August21
call residence phones-Loretta 9:00 a.m., Tuesday, August 7,
tucky.
Systems, Inc., storage and drying months old. Less than 1400 miles.
Judge's
County
the
in
1973,
753Bill
753-6079, Wayne 753-5086,
Montgomery Ward
system is planned especially for Showroom condition. $700.00.
J31C Office, Courthouse Building,
1203 Chestnut
5657, Don 753-9912.
your needs. It lets you sell when Phone 437-4434.
A2C PEACHES, $6.00 bushel. This
Murray, Kentucky. Each bid
Sale, Wednesday only
Sears SEAMLESS
the price is right or store for your
FOR SALE
Returned
conform to the
week is the pick of the peach
must
all
oft
10
percent
AlanumiGutterilie
AUTOS FOR SALE
own use. To let you fill any bin in SEMI-ANTIQUE formal dining season. We are picking our best
GOOCtS
21" Zenith Color T.V.
specifications set forth or be
d
M
P
pre-wire
00
a
7
Open toll
INSTALLED
one day, we offer you
Phone 753-3579
room suite, consisting of china varieties now. Purple hull peas
its equivalent.
Custorn-mode or your hong electric low temperature heater closet, buffet, serverette, $4.00 bushel. Green beans, $6.00
VOLKSWAGEN PANEL truckwheels
foctor
ON
by
-ONE (1 t TRUCK
and fan combination with a cal banquet table and eight bushel. Corn picked daily.
1965. Excellent condition. Phone
Expires July 31, 137
YAMAHA 100cc, low mileage.
rod element for safer and more upholstered chairs, $1,000.00. Flippen Hill Billy Barn is backed
J31C 1973 Model
753-1322.
23,000 pound capacity G.V.W.
Excellent condition. $360.00 or
economical drying. To find how Cherry poster bedroom suite, by over 200 acres of apples
EE ESTIVATE
a
cab and chassis
best offer. Phone 753-0014. J31C USED RIDING mowers, $39.95 GSI can help you and to see a consisting of bed, chest, dresser,
MUSTANG-1965„$2;75.00. Phone
peaches and vegetables. Come to
Sales Office
&C
WB-C
Cateleo
Seen
158'
axleto
cab
72"
and up. Murray Supply, phone typical farm set up call 753-8609 two matching bed tables, matJ31C
753-0771.
the
Flippen Hill Billy Barn on the
Southside Shopping Center
and
table
truck
A6C
August8C anytime after 5:30 p.m.
SECTIONAL COUCH;
753-3361.
5500.00. All like Union City and Hickman Highsprings,
Murray, Ky.
and
tress
front
afghans.
7,000 pound capacity
lamp; gas dryer; two
A2C way for your fresh produce. No
VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACKhew. Phone 753-4349.
J31P SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece
axle
Phone
MORII.E HOMES 12'x50'-Melody.
1972. Local car. Clean. Phone 753grocery store orders please. A6C
753-7757.
two5'
1970-8'x3
R.
capacity
pound
'MAILE
TRAVEL
tub, $172.50, white and colors. Two bedrooms. Nice condition. UPRIGHT PIANO. Phone 753J31C 17,000
7770.
'
ned.
two bedrooms. Air conditio
speed rear axle
SAILBOAT-14' fiberglass. 75 Murray Supply,753\quarium. complete with fish. 9061 or 753-7737 after 5:00
CAMPER TOPPER for Datsun
heavy duty vacuum brakes 'Perfect • for lake or travel. Ex- square foot of sail Phone Fulton 3361. August8C Phone 437-4312 or 437-4517. AIP
p.m.
or Toyota Pickup. Call 436PONTIAC BONNEVILLE minimum 330 cubic inch, cellent condition. $2300.00. Phone
A2C
1-901-479-1413.
A2Nf
=9.
A4P
1967, four door hardtop.
heavy duty. V-8 engine with 753-0289.
SPECIAL 34132" one piece SUMMER CLEARANCE on 1971 HONDA CB100, less than
$500.00.
Mechanically good.
Special
governor
lmw
stalls.
miki
shower
s
mmwi
fiberglas
rAmo
Brother sewing machines. Model 5,000 actual miles. In excellent MOVING-MUST sell, sofa with
Phone 753-5738 after 5:00p.m.
right and left side West Coast
0 $112.00. White and colors. Murray 1381-regular $79.95, sale price condition, $325.00. Phone 753BOOT & Shoe & 0 SAWDUST
'S
VERNON
hide a bed, two twin beds, chest,
J31C
mirror: 7" x 16"
August8C $44.49. Model 621-regular $99.95,
0 Supply,753-3361.
A2P antique chairs, carpet with
6753.
Western Store & Shoe Repair, 0
and
duty front springs
heavy
0
sale price $63.56. Model 751carpet pads, curtains, baby
FORD--1968, it ton pickup. V8, Minimum, 12,500 pound rear Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace, 0
Ludwig regular $139.95, sale price $95.47. GARAGE SALE, 1504 Park Lane, clothes, crib, desk and chair, car
Central Shopping 0
Super
from
of
across
SET
ONE
radio, standard transmission,
springs with auxiliary
I drums, plus all extras. Come to Model 761-regular $159.95, sale Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. seat, other odds and ends. Phone
new tires. Very good condition. four speed, heavy duty ('enter. Hours 9 - nn-9:00 Monday
M. AVERY
W.
0
1:00-6:0
y,
Saturda
A4P
A2P
through
Route 1831), turn right next to price $114.37. Roby Sales, High- Sewing machine, wig, chest. 7516002.
753-0289
$1050.00. Phone
transmission
%
CO.
R
table, chair, clothes, odds
Just arrived-3 styles $
in Coldwater way 68, Benton, KenLUMBE
typing
Church
Sunday.
Baptist
tires
front
900 x 20 x 10 ply
A2C SET OF Fenton chrome wheels
August23C and ends.
tucky.
kVlS, latest style bush jean bells
third house on left, after 5:00
Pu ear, Tenn.
and-snow
CAMER0-1968 Rally Sport. 900 x 20x 10 ply mudJ31NC
10 new styles dress
arrived
Just
p.m.
for Ford pickup, 4 wheel drive.
tires
rear
nylon
Red with black vinyl top. Full
FACTORY fresh PECKY CYPRESS lumber, good $110.00. Antique secretary desk.
-solid leather. Western
NE
shoes
BELTO
defrost
and
power, factory air. Phone 753- heater: fresh air
hats -Western clothes. 10 per COUCH AND chair, floral SE AMIESS GUTTERING, white hearing aid batteries for all make for interior decorating. 5,000 solid walnut, $200.00. Antique oak
A2C 1 qt. oil bath air cleaner
7836.
cent sale on now throughout the printed, $20.00. Phone 753-9966, or enamel finish, never needs hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A IC square feet. Phone 753-5671 days bedroom suite, $115 00. Phone
oil filter
A2C 435-5533 or can be seen one mile
or 753-3430 nights:
store 3 for 1 sale on Verde dress can be seen at 1669 Ryan
painting. Free estimate. Phone
OPEL KADET-1968 Rally 5 cab lights
clean
is,
t casual boots.
that
Roughou
rug
and
bn!the
Gutter
boots
SOUP'S
Atkins
A3C
753-8992.
south of Crittenden's Grocery,
or
753-8407
Avenue.
x 7"
Sport. Approximately 28 miles to spoke wheels: 20"
Ladies golf shoes, $12.97. Four
August23C with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
house on left.
second
Murray.
Service,
dump
7"
x
10"
with
gallon. Excellent condition. equipped
Kwik-Pik Market, ,ANTIQUE ROUND oak table. 6
Western Jeans, $12.00- ANTIQUE PITCHER and bowl
$I.
styles
er
shampoo
cab
with quarter
body
TFC
A4C ladder back chairs, antique 1973 YAMAHA RT3, Enduro.
Phone 753-2864 after 1:00
Now $9.00.
Five Points
and two tea sets. Phone 753shield
A6P
p.m.
french marble top armoire, Excellent condition. 4 months
J31C
stones
NG
7385.
end
TE
STEPPI
yards
CONCRE
6
sides,
5 yard
175 Chopper, 1972 model.
HONDA
antique cane back couch, 2 old. $850.00. Phone 753-5994 after
sub
e
full
blocks
concret
splash
and
hoist to be mairted in
AfP
handmade four poster single beds 5:00p.m.
Phone 753-7842 after 5:00p.m.
shag
-The
MS
Murray Lumbe Company._ 164 Klf1BY ,VACUU
frame
PEST CONTROL
with mattresses, antique high
.131C
owners
any
adjusts to
REEL
that
t
sOcialis
A1C
4
rug
cap.
ION
r
Street.
ATTENT
ton
Maple
10
be
hoist to
arm chair, MOBILE HOME--10';55', two
carpet. New and used vacuums chair. antiqde cradle,
interested in converting • your
hOiSt to be underneath type
book shelf, swing bedrooms, 1'2 baths, shag ctird
ration
andbolir
block
demonst
1972 HONDA Trail 70. Excellent
For
.C.I.F.AN.RLIGS, like.neia.so easy [or sale._
,flareio 5000 to a 5 to
AUggy- pet, new Tappan range. Ex•- FOR THK best in pest dentrol hoist- to have double arms
condition. Low rirdWage. Alo two
Ihigtc Hutchens% your local set .2 rugs, French baby
Blue Lustre. Rent
retrieve'. Cosdagt,,Lerry ,Allen
Hooks
cell
Tow
control
753Phone
termite
trailer.
52 or 753- ear bed-stroller in one, girl's cellent condition. 82100.60..Pharie
service and
rnonartycle
of.753-07
distribut
retrieve
K.
Kirby
Big
$1.00:
er
fast
Electric shampoo
753-3570 for .your
seat
44P 753-0814.
ASC
Jul3IC hike Phone 753-6994
1419 or can be seen at 919 North
Superior Exterminating Com- Heavy duty
14(' 0359.
Belaire •ShopPing('enter
TFC -State as outright bidJ31C gears.
18th.
pany,753-7266.

Paper Carrier
First

at Door

tvo bedroom
$90.00 per
August 10.
4:00
A3C

Quality Dealers, Free Parking,
Excellent Food

753-1916

'ARTMENT,
conditioned.
referred. 408
one 753J31P

The Lourdes Hospital Auxiliary

753-7278

artment, unPhone 753J31C
I furnished
icky Lakereek through
r free anchor
36-5459 after
J31P
ARTMENTnpus. Couple
r month. No
s. Phone 753J31C

16% OFF

anch home.
It-in kitchen,
,ing, drapes,
:ampus. Atvailable to
manage, six
r of building
? 436August9C

1

I

Call 153-2310
-for

rick home,
-in oven and
age and city
home with
ly. Located 9
.ay on Highionth. Phone
August9C

•A2C

SLABS

iTMENT for
s. Phone 492A2C

0

for boys or
facilities,
air, private
August9C

'x60' trailer
conditioned,
luple or two
le 753AK'

40

0
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Roll Call Report ...
(Continued from Page 1)
Agency more legal options for
regulating certain harmful
chemicals.
The toxic substances bill
gives the EPA power to
regulate the introduction of
potentially hazardous
chemicals into the environment. The EPA regulatory
Meer relatg to substances not
pod by Re'Food" and Omit
Administration and other
federal agencies.
This amendment would have
strengthened EPA's hand by
enabling it to choose among the
Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act
.MI Toxic Substances Control
Xcl' iii'" regulatinghaza
chemicals.
Defeat of the amendment
means the EPA can employ the
Toxic Substances Act only after
it has exhausted remedies
available under the Clean Air
and Clean Water laws.
was
amendment
The
generally supported by the
environmentalist lobby and
generally opposed by lobbyists
for chemical manufacturers.
Natcber and Mazzoll voted
"yea." Stubblefield voted

too quickly. For most workers
the $2.20 wage will take effect
within 14 months of enactment
of the law.
Cook and Huddieston voted
"Yea."
+++ +
WAR POWERS — Passed, 72
for and 18 against, bill
prohibiting a President from
deploying military forces unless
Congress has grantecLits approval. The measure requires
congressional sanction of
military action lasting longer
than 30 days. It goes to conference with the House, whose
version of the legislation sets a
120-day cut-off date.
Those voting for said that only
Congress has the power to
thorize war and that
presidents since World War II
have unconstitutionally
disregarded this congressional
prerogative. Opponents said the
legislation infringes on the
power granted "a" Presented
as Commander-in-Chief and
denies the iiexibility a
President need to respond to
military threats.
Cook and Huddleston voted

Nit
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Haldeman Testifies He Approved
Clamped
Projects' Fund
k
tac
000
$90,
On Early Cambodia Raids

Former Teacher Wheeler Says
Here Succumbs Tight Security
Funeral services for Bill
&sham, age 35, a former
teacher at Murray State
University, Paducah, Ky., were
Monday at the First
held
NatChurch,
Methodist
chitoches, La., of which he was
a member.
He was the son of Mrs. Nell
Basham. of Natchitoches and
the late Earl Basham. In addition to his wife, Mrs. Lilliam
Webb Basham, and mother, he
is survived by two sons, Craig
and Jonathan, both at home.
A 1957 graduate of Paducah
Tilghman High School where he
_played football, Mr. Basham
later played at the University of
Mississippi. He taught speech
and drama at Murray State
University in Kentucky and at
Northwestern Louisiana State
University.
A memorial scholarship fund
is being established in memory
of Mr. Basham at Northwestern
Louisiana State University.
Contributions may be mailed to
Dr. Robert Black at the school.

had been formed in the
WASHINGTON (AP) — For- litical espionage activities were plan
Committee for the Re-election
discussed.
staff
of
chief
mer
presidential
The military devised dual reWASHINGTON ( AP) — PresThese were the meetings Jan. of the President.
H. R. Haldeman testified today
Haldeman said he checked
ident Nixon clamped tight se- porting systems, he said. One that he approved a $90,000 cam- 27 and Feb. 4 attended by
crecy on U.S. bombing of Cam- supplied accurate information paign budget for "black proj- Dean, former Atty. Gen. John his records to see if he had met
bodia when he ordered the ac- to a few persons with a "need ects" prior to the Republican N. Mitchell, Jeb Stuart Magr- with Dean in early 1972 and
tion in March 1969, says Gen. to know" and the other sup- national convention last year. uder and G. Gordon Liddy, the found there had been a meeting
on_Feb. 1. But be .4aid his logs
Earle G. Wheeler, former plied false information through He said he didn't know what father-of the
accuchairman of the Joint Chiefs of normal channels identifying the projects were.
"As I recall he told me they would not necessarily be
from
away
targets in South Vietnam. The
meetings
for
rate
and
Staff.
December
in
Haldeman began answering had been
The same secret procedures latter wound up in the Penta- questions of the Senate Water- January and that he attended his own office.
The former chief of staff said
were used in 1970 to hide 852 gon's computer files.
gate committee after testifying two meetings and that he had
Wheeler said there was no inknew of the White House
raids in Northern Laos, Wheelhe
second
the
after
Monday that he listened to two come to me
er told the Senate Armed Serv- tent to deceive those in author- White House tapes he said re- meeting and reported to me "plumbers" unit being set up to
ity, although erroneous inforsuch as that of the
ices Committee Monday.
fute John W. Dean III's testi- that there had been an in- plug leaks
Bombing raids against enemy mation failing to account for mony about two key meetings telligenc4 plan that had been Pentagon Papers, but that he
sanctuaries in neutralist Cam- the strikes in Cambodia was with President Nixon.
totally inconceivable and ab- had no active part in it. It was
bodia were approved at the re- given to the Senate Armed
supervised by John D. EhrlichHaldeman said.
surd,"
that
ed
Haldeman acknowledg
quest of U.S. commanders after Services Committee in 1971 and he had approved a memoman, Nixon's top domestic addoing
his
recall
"Do you
a month of deliberations by this year.
that?" asked committee coun- viser.
1972,
3,
Feb.
dated
randum,
The Pentagon confirmed 3,630
President Nixon and Melvin R.
Q. Did you discuss at any
seeking campaign funds for sel Samuel Dash.
Laird, who was then secretary B52 sorties into Cambodia from White House political projects,
with Ehrlichrnan the work
time
any
with
it
recall
"I don't
March 1969 to May 1970, after
of defense, Wheeler said.
recollection," Haldeman of the special investigating
clear
and
travel
presidential
such
as
The President repeatedly di- the testimony of former Air mailings to special-interest said. "But I was willing to ac- unit?
rected that the operation be Force Maj. Hal Knight that he groups. Among the items was cept Dean's specific accounting
A. No, I don't think so other
cloaked in maximum security was ordered to burn records of $90,000 for "black projects" to to me that it did happen."
than that there was such a unit
for diplomatic reasons, Wheeler the secret strikes and substitute
Haldeman insisted though and they were working on this.
be carried out by Charles W.
false reports.
said.
Q. Didn't this come up at senColson, another White House that he recalled Dean telling
him the meetings were in De- ior staff meetings?
adviser.
A. It may have, I don't recall
-r
''ASked what the projects cember 1971 and January 1972,
+++
specific reference to it. The
any
February.
and
were, Haldeman said, "I'm not not January
CREDIT CHARGES —
iCoatinued from Page 1)
The question of whether the subject of leaks came up, of
think
didn't
he
said
He
++++
sure."
arid 51 against,
this time due to the leadership they had anything to do with Liddy plan, scaled down from course.
— Rejected, 39 for
LEGAL SERVICES
to the 1968 Truth-inamendment
Q. Did you know of an effort
position Kentucky young people previously disclosed "black ad- $1 million to $250,000, was finalAdopted, 256 for and 155
Lending Act. Amendment
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